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Abstract 

Almost anyone who has lived in Saskatoon for the past five years has either witnessed 

firsthand, or heard about the changes that have been occurring in the downtown core 

neighbourhood of Riversdale.  What once was a neighbourhood that consisted of 

multiple pawn shops, boarded up windows, and high rates of poverty and crime, now 

boasts multiple fair-trade coffee shops, trendy record stores, and restaurants where the 

food is locally grown, or gathered from the neighbourhood farmer’s market.  The aim of 

this study was to answer the research question: how has the gentrification of Riversdale 

impacted local residents? Local residents consisted of individuals over the age of 18 

who have lived in Riversdale since at least 2010.  An instrumental case study 

methodology was used to gather data.  Methods of gathering data included semi-

structured interviews, archival records in the forms of newspaper articles and community 

newsletters, as well as direct observations from the researcher for 18 months.  From the 

data analyzed, four categories emerged: the importance of community resources, the 

distinct separation of people within the community, the fact that a neighbourhood of 

pawn shops and boarded up windows does not equal a healthy community, and questions 

around what accessible really means.  A discussion of the implications of the research 

findings on social work practice and policy is included as well. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 

Almost anyone who has lived in Saskatoon for the past five years has either 

witnessed firsthand or heard about the changes that have been occurring in the core 

neighbourhood of Riversdale.  Once known for being “the neighbourhood your mother 

told you never to go to” (www.riversdale.ca), Riversdale was known for its abundance of 

pawn shops, boarded up windows, and high rates of poverty and crime.  This community 

now boasts fair-trade coffee shops, trendy record stores, and restaurants where the food 

is locally grown or gathered from the neighbourhood farmer’s market.  

Change of this nature appears to reflect what is referred to as gentrification.  

Gentrification is defined as “the transformation of a working-class or vacant area of a 

city into a middle-class residential and/or commercial one” (Slater, 2009, p. 294).  

Although gentrification originated in London, England in the 1960’s, it is quickly 

becoming a global phenomenon (Smith, 2002).  Gentrification is often sold to members 

of a city as a revitalization, renewal, or upgrade to a neighbourhood.  People rally 

behind the idea of creating a safer, cleaner community, where local businesses can 

thrive.  However, the process of gentrification has a multitude of implications, not only 

on the specific neighbourhood, but surrounding communities as well (Walks & 

Maaranan, 2008).  The physical and exclusionary displacement of individuals, the 

representation of space and power, as well as the removal of community resources for 

those who greatly benefit from them are just a few of these implications.   

There is minimal research specifically focusing on the impact of gentrification on 

the local residents of many Saskatchewan urban neighbourhoods.  Furthermore, limited 

research exists that specifically explores the impact of commercial gentrification from a 
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social work context.  Social work is a field that acknowledges and advocates for social 

justice and human rights.  It is therefore also essential to view gentrification through a 

human rights lens in order to determine how it impacts the well-being of local residents.   

Thus, the purpose of this study is to explore the gentrification process and 

community changes, and to gain an understanding of the implications of gentrification 

on the wellbeing of local residents in the Riversdale community of Saskatoon. The 

research question asks: how does the gentrification of Riversdale impact local residents? 

This chapter presents the background to the study where I share a brief history of the 

neighbourhood of Riversdale, and what it is like today.  I then locate myself in relation to 

my thesis research and follow with the purpose of the study.  I conclude the chapter with 

a discussion on the relevance of this study to the field of social work.  

1.1 Background to the Study 

The neighbourhood known as Riversdale was historically an original settlement 

area in Saskatoon, making it one of the oldest residential neighbourhoods in the city 

(Saskatoon Star Phoenix, January 5, 1979).  Riversdale initially started out as a village, 

and then amalgamated with Saskatoon a year later in 1906 (www.riversdale.ca).  The 

boundaries of this neighbourhood have slightly shifted over the years, with the current 

borders being: Idylwyld Drive on the east, Avenue K on the west, Spadina Crescent 

West on the south end of the border, and 22nd Street West on the north side (Anderson, 

2013).  Many of the original residents were immigrants from various parts of the world, 

including the United States, England, China and eastern and central Europe 

(www.riversdale.ca).  These newcomers came to the community of Riversdale and began 

opening hotels, small businesses, restaurants and mills (www.riversdale.ca). 
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Today, Riversdale is one of the six core neighbourhoods of Saskatoon (Anderson, 

2013).  The community has experienced change on a number of important demographic 

variables leading up to the current make-up of the community.  For example, as shown in 

Table 1, between 2001 and 2011, there has been an increase in average sale price for 

homes as well as in the average cost of rent.  There has also been an increase in residents 

who have obtained a university degree or diploma.  Despite this, there is still a large 

number of low parent households, and a low median personal income.  

Table 1 

Basic Demographics of the Community of Riversdale in Saskatoon 

Census year   2001   2006   2011 

Home ownership  41.6%   36.3%   40.9%  

Average Sale Price  $84,053  $95,891  $227,376 

Median Personal Income $13,292  $15,850  $20,910 

Average Gross Rent  $513   $655   $953 

University Degree or 

Diploma   165   205   220 

Lone Parent Households 185   125   181 

Average number of persons 

per census family  3.3   3.0   2.4  

Note: Adapted from the City of Saskatoon neighbourhood profiles.  The neighbourhood profiles data were collected 

from Stats Canada 2001, 2006, and 2011 census. 

 

There are a variety of community based organizations and social services located 

throughout Riversdale, and within the neighbouring west community of Pleasant Hill.  

Many of these resources support individuals involved in gangs, or dealing with trauma, 

addiction, homelessness and poverty.  These community resources are considered vital to 
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the survival of many individuals facing the challenges stated above.  Riversdale also has 

one of the highest poverty rates in Saskatoon (Anderson, 2013).  In regards to housing, 

most homes in Riversdale are considered relatively old as they were constructed before 

1945 (Anderson, 2013).  In the middle of the community, amongst the residential homes 

and close to a park, is an industrial area.  Riversdale is also known for having the highest 

concentration of pawn shops in Saskatoon.  Both the pawn shops and industrial area have 

caused much controversy and conflict over the years as they are often connected with 

negative, unattractive qualities within a community (Anderson, 2013). 

Lin (2017) talks about what triggers neighbourhood change, and referred to a 

shift in the neighbourhood that might “set in motion either a ‘virtuous’ or ‘vicious’ cycle 

that reinforces or amplifies the initial factor” (p.11).  In 2008, a significant event 

occurred that can be described as a trigger to the gentrification of Riversdale.  The Barry 

Hotel, which was a historical landmark that had become known for crime, drugs and 

other forms of illegal activity, was demolished.  According to the Saskatoon Star 

Phoenix (2013), advocates for the demolition of the hotel specifically stated that the 

removal of the Barry Hotel paved the way for the revitalization of Riversdale (Saskatoon 

StarPhoenix, October 18, 2013).     

 In 2008 the Riversdale Local Area Plan Final Report was also completed with 

the assistance of a Local Area Planning Committee (LAPC).  The committee consisted of 

over 150 residents, business owners, property owners and community groups who 

identified specific areas of concern including “housing, land use, parks and recreation, 

traffic circulation, municipal services, economic development, heritage and culture, 

neighbourhood perception, and safety” (www.saskatoon.ca).  This report specifically 
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states that Riversdale was in the early stages of gentrification, and that the goal of the 

LAPC is “to ensure that any new residential developments in the neighbourhood aims to 

build a more stable community, while preserving the character of the neighbourhood and 

supporting current residents to stay” (www.cityofsaskatoon.ca). 

Many local residents of Riversdale experience oppression and marginalization 

due to the various challenges they face.  As the changes occur in the neighbourhood as a 

result of the gentrification, it is essential to take into account the wellbeing of the local 

residents and ensure that their needs for survival continue to be met.  It is critical for 

social workers, especially those who work with the local residents of Riversdale to have 

an understanding of what gentrification is, that is it occurring in Riversdale, and how it 

may affect individuals who are already facing other barriers and marginalization.    

1.2 Location of the Researcher  

The concept of self-location is used in most qualitative research approaches 

(Absolon & Willet, 2005).  As discussed by Creswell (2007), researchers bring their own 

worldviews and paradigms to their research and it is essential to examine personal 

values, beliefs and biases.  All research is viewed through “human epistemological 

lenses, and cannot be completely objective” (Absolon & Willet, 2005, p. 97).  Therefore, 

examining my social location is important as it creates a context regarding the work I 

aim to do as well as the goals I intend to achieve.   I also believe that it is important to 

examine my own worldview and the biases I may have prior to conducting my research. 

Before beginning my research on the gentrification of Riversdale, it was essential 

to acknowledge the feelings of frustration I had regarding some of the changes occurring.  

Although I am an advocate for locally owned businesses, and healthy, locally grown 

http://www.cityofsaskatoon.ca/
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produce, I felt frustrated by my observations that many individuals who resided in 

Riversdale could not access these new services given their economic circumstances.  I 

encountered another unexpected bias while my partner and I were in the process of 

purchasing our new home.  While writing my thesis proposal, we bought a home in the 

community of Caswell, which is a neighbourhood close to Riversdale, and known for a 

mix of residents in both a lower income bracket as well as more affluent families.  Due 

to our socio-economic status, we thought about purchasing a home in one of the core 

neighbourhoods, including Riversdale.  I have to admit, that safety crossed my mind 

more than once.  I even caught myself thinking that “changes were occurring” in the core 

neighbourhoods and as a result, perhaps my family could feel safe living there.  I felt 

frustrated with myself for thinking this way, but I also believe that this is another reason 

why it was so essential for me to examine and be honest about my own personal biases 

and beliefs before beginning my research. 

Another  reason why locating myself as a researcher is an essential part of this 

study is because I am a white woman entering the community in order to conduct 

research, and Riversdale has the second highest concentration of Indigenous people in 

the city (Anderson, 2013).  Historically, western and positivistic research has been 

criticized for the researcher entering a community, gathering the information needed, and 

leaving, never to be heard from again (Wilson, 2008).  This is why it is essential for me 

to focus on building rapport and fostering relationships with those who are willing to 

share their knowledge and stories.  Positive relationships and connection provide a sense 

of safety and well-being for all individuals involved in the research endeavour (Jordan, 

2008).  Creswell (2007) shares the importance of ensuring that participants never 
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experience further marginalization due to research being conducted.  The relationship 

should help foster mutual understanding and empathy between the researcher and 

participant.  Fostering relationality between researcher and the reader of the study is also 

important as it allows for the reader to gain an understanding of the author permitting 

greater understanding of the study (Wilson, 2008).    

I do not live in Riversdale.  I have never lived in Riversdale.  Yet the majority of 

my social work career has been spent working in the core neighbourhoods of Saskatoon, 

including Riversdale.  I feel comfortable in these neighbourhoods and feel a strong sense 

of community.  I have also observed a change in Riversdale over the past few years.  

New businesses opened up where there were once empty shops, boarded up windows, 

and small non-profit organizations. When walking along 20th Street, between Avenue A 

and E, the kinds of people you see are different than before.  Old houses have been torn 

down, and new condominiums are being built.  Restaurants have sprung up that create 

meals made with locally grown produce, sustainably raised pastured meat, free range 

poultry, and wild mushrooms, flowers and sap.  The chefs have worked all over the 

world, and now reside in Saskatoon.  A men’s shelter across the street from one 

particular high end restaurant raises an obvious question of class difference.  

I do believe that diversity is a good thing.  I believe that boarded up windows, 

pawn shops and liquor stores do not always equate with a healthy community.  But I 

cannot help but notice that the changes occurring within Riversdale seem to be for a 

certain type of population.  I cannot help but notice that these changes may not be 

accessible to all.  And I am reminded of Freeman’s (2006) statement: “many local 

residents are appreciative of neighborhood improvements associated with gentrification, 
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while many see this as evidence that such amenities and services are only provided when 

whites move into their neighbourhoods” (p.2).   

I often wondered what the local residents who lived in Riversdale before all of 

these changes occurred, think and feel about the changes.  I have asked friends, family 

and co-workers that question, but I have never asked anyone who has been living in 

Riversdale.  I have always wondered, but have never asked.   

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

The research question asks: how does the gentrification of Riversdale impact 

local residents?”  The purpose of the study is to explore the gentrification process and 

community changes, and to gain an understanding of the implications of gentrification 

on the wellbeing of local residents in the Riversdale community of Saskatoon.  

Riversdale is a core neighbourhood with high rates of poverty.  According to Anderson 

(2013), “poverty, poor housing conditions, and health are closely interlinked” (p.100).  

As discussed by Meili (2012), “the most important factors that determine people’s health 

are social” (p. 23).  The social determinants of health are the conditions people live in 

that have an impact on their physical health 

(www.who.int/social_determinants/sdh_definition).  These determinants often reflect the 

various health inequities that are apparent within and between countries.  Income level, 

education, culture, gender, as well as physical and social conditions can all have a direct 

impact on one’s health.  Lower income neighbourhoods have higher health care 

utilization and higher instances of mental disorders, as well as physical ones such as 

certain sexually transmitted infections, injuries and poisonings (Lemstra & Neudorf, 

2008). 
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In Riversdale, there are a variety of community resources that recognize the 

social determinants of health and the significant role they play in one’s physical health.  

As the community resources play a significant role in many local residents’ wellbeing 

and the social determinants of health, a consideration of how the gentrification of 

Riversdale is impacting these social services is importantly examined.  This study also 

offers the unique perspective of examining commercial gentrification through a social 

work lens.  An examination of how the influx of businesses and consumer aspects of 

gentrification has impacted the well-being of local residents addresses a gap in the social 

work literature. 

1.4 Relevance for Social Work 

I am often met with the question of how gentrification relates to the field of 

social work.  People equate the topic with economics or urban planning. This research, 

however, has both theoretical and practical relevance for social work.  For example, one 

journal article specifically focused on this topic and simply stated that “gentrification 

impacts client systems that social workers serve” (Huyser & Ravenhorst Meerman, 2014, 

p. 5). 

Watkinson (2001) states how “the work associated with developing and 

promoting human rights is social work” (p. 267).  Social workers have a responsibility to 

advocate for social justice and human rights (Lundy & Van Wormer, 2007).  Human 

rights are intrinsic for all human beings; they are not something that one must earn, or 

something that can be taken away in order to provide for someone else (Healy, 2008).  If 

the gentrification of Riversdale is benefiting one group of people at the expensive of 

another, this is of great concern.  According to the United Nations Universal Declaration 
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of Human Rights, article 25 states that every individual has the right to an adequate 

standard of living to support their health and well-being (www.un.org).  This includes 

housing and necessary social services.  If the gentrification of Riversdale impacts 

individuals’ housing stability or access to community resources, this then becomes a 

direct violation of these rights.  Even the threat of displacement or the fear of the 

removal of these resources can impact one’s well-being.   The Canadian Association of 

Social Workers (CASW) Code of Ethics (2005) also includes the importance of pursing 

social justice.  Social workers have an ethical obligation to individuals and groups to 

provide supports, resources and opportunities for the overall benefit of humanity 

(CASW, 2005).  When examining how the gentrification of Riversdale has impacted 

local residents’ well-being, ensuring that equitable access to all resources for all 

individuals is imperative.   

It is essential to consider how the gentrification of Riversdale has impacted local 

residents at both a micro and macro level.  This involves not only looking at how the 

gentrification affects individual residents, but the community and as a whole.  Social 

workers have the vital role of supporting individuals and groups who are marginalized to 

use their voice to challenge existing societal structures.  As stated by Huyser and 

Ravenhorst Meerman (2014) “social workers engaged in community practice and 

community organizing recognize that stable communities with access to affordable 

housing, resources, service and jobs is necessary for clients to flourish” (p. 5).  The 

community resources in Riversdale that are there to support those who face challenges 

such as trauma, addictions, homelessness and poverty are necessary for many local 

residents’ wellbeing.   

http://www.un.org/
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Social work is a profession that uniquely acknowledges the fundamental 

importance of community in its practice (Coulton, 2005).  Block (2009) states that “to 

belong to a community is to act as a creator and co-owner of that community” (p.xii).  

Local residents of a neighbourhood feel a sense of belonging and ownership, and should 

have a voice in changes that occur within their space.  Communities are place-based; 

they not only have geographic meaning for those who live there, but psychological and 

social meaning as well (Coulton, 2005). 

The next chapter explores the literature on gentrification.  Here I present and 

critique the contributions and the gaps in understanding.  I focus on specific areas such 

as the interconnectedness between identity, race, space, class and power.   
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CHAPTER TWO: Literature Review 

Gentrification and the effect it can have on a community can be complex 

(Freeman, 2006).  The research question for my study asks: “how does the gentrification 

of Riversdale impact local residents?” The following chapter begins with a literature 

review on the origin and types of gentrification.  A discussion around the interconnection 

with displacement will be presented, as well as how gentrification has an impact on 

perpetuating oppression.  Gentrification cannot be explored without examining issues of 

race, class, and power.  A review of the literature on the social determinants of health 

will also be included, and the chapter will conclude with the potential benefits of 

gentrification for a community. 

2.1 Origin of Gentrification 

Many scholars’ explanations of gentrification remain closely aligned with the 

description coined in 1964 by sociologist Ruth Glass (Smith, 2002).   Glass’s 

explanation of gentrification was based on her observations and studies of 

neighbourhoods in London, England (Johnson, 2011; Smith, 2002).  Glass observed the 

process of the middle class, both upper and lower, taking over working class 

neighbourhoods, as those who previously inhabited them were displaced.  Gentrification 

was viewed by Glass as a discreet process in which the whole social character ended up 

being displaced (Smith, 2002).  Smith (2002) also defines gentrification as the 

displacement of the working class from urban centres.  Slater (2011) discusses how 

Glass’s view of gentrification “simply yet very powerfully captures the class inequalities 

and injustices created by capitalist urban land markets and policies” (p.571).  As such, 
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the needs of the wealthy are often seen as the main focus, usually at the expense of the 

social needs of individuals, families and communities (Slater, 2011). 

2.2 Commercial Gentrification 

Previously much of the literature on gentrification focused on the housing sector 

(Jeong, Heo, & Jung, 2014).  Recently there has been more of a shift in research towards 

commercial gentrification, which focuses on the influx of new businesses and the 

consumer aspects of a gentrified neighbourhood.  As discussed by Williams (2014), the 

reconfiguration of a gentrified neighbourhood affects not only residents but businesses as 

well.  According to Keatinge and Martin (2016), “consumption-side explanations of 

gentrification explore the character and location of consumption practices by examining 

local commercial districts rather than residential areas” (p. 869).  Local businesses are 

drawn to these neighbourhoods as the rent may be lower than in other parts of the city.  

These businesses attract a new crowd, mainly more young professionals and affluent 

customers (Jeong et al., 2014).  Freeman (2006) discusses how this is a collaboration 

between “public officials, commercial interests and white residents” (p.2).  These 

businesses not only change the dynamics of the neighbourhood, but draw more attention 

to the two distinct groups within the community: those who utilize the new businesses 

and those who do not.  “While commercial gentrification may be characterized as having 

‘revitalizing’ effects, it reflects power struggles over space and neighbourhood character 

and is prone to displacing effects” (Keatinge & Martin, 2016, p. 869).  The capitalist 

accumulation through the urban regeneration of a neighbourhood comes before the well-

being of the local residents living in the community previous to this process.  This thesis 

examines this concept of commercial gentrification through a social work lens.   
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 2.3 Gentrification and Displacement 

Despite the more recent focus on commercial gentrification, much of the 

literature surrounding gentrification continues to examine the displacement of residents 

(Freeman, 2006; Johnson, 2011; Slater, 2011).  According to Marcuse (1985) “one can 

define displacement in terms of households or housing units, in individual or in 

neighbourhood terms, or as a consequence of physical or economic changes” (p. 204).  

Uitermark and Loopmans (2013) discuss the current neoliberal agenda, which 

emphasizes the creation of “‘diverse’, ‘prosperous’, ‘balanced’, or ‘vital’ 

neighbourhoods, even if this means that poor households are forced to relocate” (pp.157-

158).  Condominiums are being built among the social housing and rental properties.  

These new ‘mixed-income’ social policies create the notion that the addition of the 

gentry may lead to improving the overall neighbourhood; it was the lower-income 

families that were the problem (Freeman, 2006; Johnson, 2011).  The idea that the 

eventual removal of social housing and rental homes will lead to the displacement of the 

families who cannot afford to purchase a home or condominium in an increasingly 

expensive housing market; and the revitalization is complete. Johnson (2011) discusses 

how this removal of local residents through the process of gentrification can lead to 

physical, psychological, social, political and cultural trauma. 

However, there is more to displacement than the actual physical migration of 

local residents.  Marcus (1985) reports the pressure of displacement can impact 

community residents and is experienced as trauma.  The housing insecurity that occurs as 

a result of gentrification is another way to control those who are oppressed through 

social and political structures (Johnson, 2011).  Marcuse (1985) also includes the concept 
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of exclusionary displacement.  This relates to the idea that not all local residents can 

access the changes brought about by the gentrification of a neighbourhood.  These 

members of the community are excluded from many of the benefits of gentrification as a 

result of their socio-economic status and racial identity.  This creates a vicious circle 

involving those who live in poverty constantly feeling the pressure of some form of 

displacement, and the wealthy, who “continuously seek to wall themselves within 

gentrified neighbourhoods (Marcus, 1985, p. 196). 

2.4 Race, Space, Identity and Power 

Another form of displacement created by gentrification is the displacement of 

power through the loss of space.  Foucault (1984) states that “space is fundamental in 

any form of communal life; space is fundamental in any exercise of power” (p. 252).  

Karsten (2014) discusses how the gentrification of a city results in a loss of both 

commercial and public spaces for local residents.  This loss leads to a shifting of power 

from the working class to the higher middle-class gentrifiers (Karsten, 2014).  The 

relation of space and power has been present within our society in the form of colonizers 

claiming land and colonizing individuals, groups and communities for centuries.  These 

actions were often justified by the ideas that the people who were currently residing in 

these locations needed to be saved and civilized (Razack, 2000).  This connects to the 

social-mixing aspect of gentrification, which is viewed “as a means of breaking up 

concentrations of poverty and providing neighbourhoods with a middle-class voice” 

(Bridge, Butler, & Le Galès, 2014. p. 1133).  The middle-class gentrifiers were viewed 

as saviours, with the belief that their political voice and social connections makes them 

strong advocates for the community (Bridge et al., 2014).   
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It is important to acknowledge that the colonizers were mainly white, which 

Razack (2008) refers to as the colour of domination.  This is an interesting parallel with 

gentrification as, according to Freeman (2006), the gentrifiers moving into communities 

were also predominantly white.  Razack (2008) states that gentrification is an example of 

overt racism, as it maintains colonial social order.  She uses the term white entitlement 

when referring to the continued colonization and spacial containment as a result of 

gentrification. Spacial containment helps maintain power and control by the dominant 

group.  It is imperative to recognize the fact that some racialized groups have the 

freedom to move to different communities throughout the city, while others are confined 

to specific pockets. These groups remain in these pockets, until they are further 

displaced; in whatever form that may take.  Razack (2000) refers to this as racialized 

space.    

2.5 The Intersectionality of Race, Gender and Class with Gentrification 

Although Glass appropriately acknowledged the role of class with gentrification, 

Johnson (2011) states that “the definition of gentrification must reflect the interlocking 

dynamics of race and class that result in the displacement of poor and working-class 

people of color from urban communities by affluent whites” (p. 83).  When examining 

the effects of gentrification on Riversdale, or any other community, the evident 

intersectionality of race, gender and class becomes apparent.  There is a high population 

of Aboriginal people living in Riversdale, as well as high numbers of individuals and 

families living in poverty.  According to Johnson (2011), single mothers are at the 

highest risk of living in poverty, and there is a significant population of single mothers 

living in Riversdale (Anderson, 2013).   
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Marginalization due to income, ethnicity, and gender can impact an individual’s 

well-being.  Those who face oppression due to multiple forms of marginalization face 

even greater barriers.  Razack (2000) states poverty and race have a direct correlation 

with how individuals and groups are treated within society.  This is emphasized by 

Freeman (2006), who discusses how the changes occurring in the neighbourhoods of 

Harlem and Clinton Hill, New York, did not begin until white, middle and upper class 

people began moving into the community, or they began in order to attract that particular 

group of people (Freeman, 2006).   

Because society is already embedded with multiple forms of inequality, both 

politically and structurally, gentrification appears to support and maintain this 

marginalization (Johnson, 2011).  The confinement of specific groups of people to 

certain areas, which often surround race and socio-economic status, can be an example 

of the structural violence both Razack (2000) and Johnson (2011) put forward.  The 

connection between violence and space, or the spatiality of violence, can be a 

contributing factor to one’s own identity (Razack, 2000).  But this view can be expanded 

to include the detrimental effects of structural violence as both constraining to human 

development as well as harmful to basic human needs (Johnson, 2011). 

2.6 The Social Determinants of Health 

When considering the intersectionality of gender, race and class with 

gentrification, a discussion around the social determinants of health is essential.  The 

social determinants of health are societal factors that play an important role in 

“determining longevity, illness and quality of life” (Meili, 2012, p. 23).  Meili (2012) 

discusses how health services, play less of a role in determining one’s health than 
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societal factors such as income, ethnicity, housing and education.  Many urban renewal 

programs aim to support and improve a neighbourhood’s appearance, social and 

economic status.  This can result in reducing health inequalities (Mehdipanah, et al. 

(2015).  The concern is whether all the local residents of the neighbourhood can access 

and appreciate the changes occurring.   

In 2008, Lemstra and Neudorf completed a report entitled Health Disparity in 

Saskatoon: Analysis to intervention.  The report examined the health status of residents 

in the six core neighbourhoods of Saskatoon, including Riversdale.  A comparison was 

made between the residents of these neighbourhoods and residents of the greater 

Saskatoon area.  According to Lemstra and Neudorf (2008), substantial disparities were 

found in “suicide attempts, mental disorders, injuries and poisonings, diabetes, chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disorder, coronary heart disease, chlamydia, gonorrhea, hepatitis 

C, teen births, low birth weights, infant mortality and all-cause mortality” (p. 3).  These 

authors discussed that the relationship between socio-economic status and low health 

outcomes is not a new concept, but “the magnitude of disparity in health outcomes found 

in Saskatoon is shocking for a city in the western world” (Lemstra & Neudorf, 2008, p. 

3).  

A number of recommendations based on this report were made, and many of 

them related to an increase in social programs and supports for the most vulnerable.  

KidsFirst, a community resource that provides support to vulnerable families in 

Saskatoon in the area of early childhood development was discussed, as well as the 

importance of affordable housing programs (Lemstra & Neudorf, 2008).  A discussion 

around strategies combating youth homelessness as well as those struggling with mental 
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health and addictions services were cited.  Based on the report, it can be concluded that 

community resources are essential if the City of Saskatoon wants to focus on the health 

and well-being of residents living in the core neighbourhoods of Saskatoon.   

2.7 Benefits of Gentrification 

Two studies directly including the voices of local residents in gentrifying 

communities discussed the benefits of gentrification.  Freeman (2006) was one of the 

researchers who mentioned the benefits in his examination of the effects of gentrification 

on the Indigenous residents of Harlem and Clinton Hill.  He describes gentrification as 

both a “villain and knight in shining armour, welcome by some and feared and loathed 

by others, and even dreaded and welcomed at the same time by the same people” 

(Freeman, 2006, p. 60).  He found that some residents appreciated the diversity and 

trendy shops, while others enjoyed “access to everyday stores and the improved physical 

appearance of the neighbourhood” (Freeman, 2006, p. 158).  Huyser and Ravenhorst 

Meerman (2014) examined the impact of gentrification on local residents in the 

Heartside neighbourhood of Grand Rapids, Michigan.  They found that local residents 

also appreciated the esthetic upgrades and felt positive about the changes occurring in 

the neighbourhood.    

An increase in safety is another benefit of gentrification discussed in the literature 

(Freeman, 2006).  Neighbourhoods that were once seen as scary and unsafe, are now 

neighbourhoods that people want to live in, neighbourhoods that are known as being “up 

and coming”.  Freeman (2006) shares an interview with a woman who discusses seeing a 

young white woman jogging in Harlem at six in the morning on a winter day.  This is not 

something that would have been observed in the past.  The gentrification of a 
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neighbourhood can also lead to an increase in police presence and emphasis on 

community safety.  Huyser and Ravenhorst Meerman (2014) discussed how local 

residents shared that there is a general increase in safety as a result of the gentrification. 

2.8 Conclusion 

Gentrification is not a new phenomenon; it has occurred in various 

neighbourhoods in various cities throughout the world.  When examining the effect of 

gentrification on a community, the literature suggests that there is much more impact 

than the physical displacement of residents.  The implications of gentrification and how 

it is connected with race, space, identity and power must be considered.  It is imperative 

to think about why the neighbourhood is changing, and who it is changing for.  

While research relating to the topic of gentrification exists, little scholarship is 

available on how local residents experience living in communities undergoing the 

process of gentrification.  Thus, my selected research approach is a case study design.  

This methodology will permit describing the phenomena of the gentrification of 

Riversdale from multiple perspectives including the voices of community residents.  The 

next chapter will outline and discuss the methodology employed in greater detail along 

with a discussion of the design of the study. 
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CHAPTER THREE: Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

The design of a research project begins with acknowledging the philosophical 

assumptions held by the researcher (Creswell, 2007).  Our paradigms shape and 

influence the work that we do as researchers and, as Maguire (1987) believes, it 

“provides a ‘place to stand’ from which to view reality” (p. 10).  These paradigms 

influence the theoretical framework of a research design, and in turn the methodology a 

researcher chooses.  In this study, the research question asks: how does the gentrification 

of Riversdale impact local residents?  The purpose of this study is to explore the 

gentrification process and community changes, and to gain an understanding of the 

implications of gentrification on the wellbeing of local residents.  The following chapter 

begins by discussing qualitative research, my philosophical assumptions and the role 

they play in the research project.  I present an overview of critical theory, which is used 

as a guiding framework for my thesis, and then I provide the rationale for my choice of 

case study design.  I conclude the chapter with a detailed description of participant 

recruitment, data collection and analysis. 

3.2 Qualitative Research 

There are multiple reasons why I chose to use a qualitative approach.  Qualitative 

research occurs in the natural setting: the location where the issue under study actually 

takes place (Creswell, 2007).  The researcher is also the “key instrument” (Creswell, 

2007. p. 45), which means that they collect the data themselves, often through the use of 

multiple methods including interviews, observations and documents.  The research is 

considered to be emergent, and therefore, can shift and change as the researcher enters 
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the field and begins to gather data (Creswell, 2007).  The individual conducting the 

research is sensitive to the participants being studied and ensures to include their voice in 

the final report, which can be empowering (Creswell, 2007).  Qualitative researchers also 

include their own philosophical beliefs and assumptions in their studies (Creswell, 

2007). 

There are four main philosophical assumptions in qualitative research.  Ontology 

refers to one’s understanding of how social reality is created.  Qualitative research 

acknowledges that there are multiple realities, including the reality of the participants, 

researcher and the readers of the study (Creswell, 2007).  Epistemology includes ways of 

building knowledge given a specific view about the nature of reality (Creswell, 2007).  

This is why it is beneficial for researchers doing qualitative studies to conduct their work 

in the natural setting; it provides a context to support the participant’s story.  

Epistemologically, I position myself in the subjectivist category, which, according to 

Denzin and Lincoln (2011) means that both the “knower and respondent co-create 

understandings” (p.13).  Knowledge is filtered through both the researcher and 

participants’ knowledge and interpretations.  I recognize that research is value-laden, and 

despite the fact that all researchers bring values to the study, I share my values within my 

study and make the reader aware of them.  

Creswell (2007) discusses how the philosophical assumptions are “embedded 

within interpretive frameworks that qualitative researchers use when they conduct a 

study” (p.22).  In social constructivism, individuals develop meanings based on their 

social reality and where they live and work (Creswell, 2007).  This view can also be 
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constructed based on interactions with others.  The researcher then interprets these 

subjective meanings based on participants’ views.  

3.3 Theoretical Framework  

 The theoretical framework is the lens through which the researcher interprets and 

makes meaning of the studied phenomenon (Creswell, 2007).  I chose to use critical 

theory as my theoretical framework.  Critical theory examines the historical and 

contemporary power dynamics between gender, class and ethnicity (Johnson, 2011).  

Creswell (2007) states that “historical and cultural norms that operate in individuals’ 

lives” also play a role in how an individual interprets their social reality (p. 21).  Denzin 

and Lincoln (2011) also discuss how knowledge is filtered through race, social class and 

gender, which contributes to its subjectivity.      

Given the high concentration of Aboriginal people in the neighbourhood of 

Riversdale and the extensive history of colonization, critical theory is an appropriate 

theoretical framework.  In the colonial era, racist ideologies often accompanied spatial 

practices which were apparent in the containment of Indigenous people on reserves 

(Razack, 2000).  In the 1950’s and 1960’s, when more Indigenous people moved from 

reserves to urban centres, segregation began to exist within these cities.  Indigenous 

people were confined to specific pockets within the city, mainly in the inner city, while 

white, higher income families were residing in the suburbs (Razack, 2000).  With the 

gentrification of various cities and neighbourhoods, those who were living in the 

suburbs, are now seeing the appeal of spending more time in the revitalized inner city.  

Thus, this appeal and the resulting movement into inner city communities potentially 

perpetuates the ongoing segregation of marginalized groups. 
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It is essential for me as a researcher to support the voice of those who have been 

previously marginalized.  Traditional forms of research have tended to be Eurocentric, 

which Grosfoguel (2012) describes as being completed from the “knowledge, memories 

and histories of the Westernized male colonizers throughout the world” (p.83). Western 

research tends to further colonize those who have already experienced multiple forms of 

marginalization and oppression.  The social work profession often emphasizes the 

importance of using an empowerment-based practice (O’Brien, 2011). This means that it 

is important to ensure that the work being done does not further colonize or marginalize 

those who experience oppression.  Paulo Freire (2007) emphasizes the importance of 

recognition with the intention of shifting patterns of dehumanization that oppressed 

individuals and groups often experience at both the micro and macro level. 

In order to gain an understanding of how the gentrification of Riversdale affects 

local residents, I chose to use case study methodology.  I wanted to create a study that 

involved richly descriptive data produced from the stories of the residents of Riversdale 

as well as from other archival records and direct observations of the community.   

3.4 Case Study Design 

Merriam (2009) defines a case study as “an in-depth description and analysis of a 

bounded system” (p.40).  The unit of analysis must be intrinsically bounded (Creswell, 

2007; Merriam, 2009; Stake, 1995).  In this thesis, the unit of analysis, or actors (Stake, 

1995), were the local residents of Riversdale.  The boundaries were the City of 

Saskatoon geographic boundaries of the community; the neighbourhood of Riversdale.  

The phenomenon studied was the impact of gentrification on local residents in 

Riversdale.   
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Case study research is used to explore topics in their context using detailed and 

in-depth data gathered through multiple sources (Baxter & Jack, 2008).  Data collection 

involves multiple sources of information, such as interviews, photos, newspaper articles, 

and other sources of information (Creswell, 2007).  It also involves the researcher 

reporting a case description and developing case-based themes from the richly 

descriptive data collected.  

Yin and Stake developed two key approaches to the case study methodology 

(Baxter & Jack, 2008).  These are intrinsic and instrumental case study.  I used Stake’s 

(1995) instrumental case study to examine and describe the effects of gentrification on 

the local residents of Riversdale.  According to Stake (1995), an instrumental case study 

focuses on an issue or concern, and then uses a bounded case in order to gain insight on 

the issue.  This approach is useful when little is known, a detailed account of the context 

is needed to fully comprehend the topic, when stories of the research participants are 

crucial to understanding, and a collaborative approach to the research process and 

knowledge building is essential.  

It is important to acknowledge that case studies do not aim to generalize results 

of the study being completed.  Although certain responses may continue to repeat 

themselves by each interviewee, the main aim of the case study will not be to develop 

theories based on grand generalizations (Stake, 1995).  Each person has a unique and 

special story to be shared, and the aim is to use these stories as part of the descriptive 

data.  The purpose is not to build a theory; the purpose is to gain knowledge and insight 

into a topic where little previous knowledge exists.  
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 3.4.1 Sampling strategy.  I used purposive sampling in my study, which is often 

used in qualitative research (Creswell, 2007).  This involves the selection of individuals 

for a study due to their ability to purposefully inform an understanding of the 

phenomenon being studied.  As I recruited participants, I found a snowball sampling 

strategy began to occur organically.  According to Merriam (2009) “snowball, chain or 

network sampling is perhaps the most common form of purposeful sampling” (p.79).  

Participants would help connect me with other community members who would later 

became participants themselves.   

  Seven participants volunteered for this study.  This number of participants is 

consistent with case study research and recommended by Creswell (2007).  This allows 

for the opportunity to produce richly descriptive data, which is a key component of a 

case study methodology.  It also provides sufficient opportunity to still develop case 

based themes (Creswell, 2007).  Individual, semi-structured interviews with the 

participants lasting up to 60 minutes were the primary source of data collection.   

 3.4.2 Participant recruitment.  Participant recruitment began upon ethics 

approval from the University of Regina Research Ethics Board.  Individuals over the age 

of 18 who had lived in Riversdale for at least five years, prior to the commencement of 

this study were recruited.  I chose five years because I have observed significant changes 

in the community within this time.  Recruitment of participants occurred through the use 

of a gatekeeper; a person who has “insider status with a cultural group” (Creswell, 2007. 

p. 125).  This was in keeping with the procedures of the case study method. 

As a social worker, I had contact with several gatekeepers within the community.  

I connected with these individuals through email and by visiting their organization to 
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share my area of research and seek their suggestions on who to connect with.  One 

gatekeeper invited me to a weekly coffee group at a community based organization in the 

neighbourhood of Pleasant Hill.  I had the opportunity to connect with local residents of 

Riversdale and share the research I was doing. 

I also developed posters that were placed throughout the community asking 

people to contact me if they were interested in sharing how they feel about the changes 

occurring in their neighbourhood (See Appendix A).  I placed the posters at a variety of 

community based organizations, such as CLASSIC, the Westside Community Clinic, 

Station 20 West, The Friendship Inn and White Buffalo Youth Lodge.  Posters were also 

put up along 20th Street West between Idylwyld Drive and Avenue K and in restaurants 

and coffee shops on 20th Street, with the aim of recruiting a variety of participants with 

diverse ideas and experiences around the gentrification of Riversdale.  

I have worked with local residents in Riversdale for ten years and was aware that 

many may not have access to an email address or phone.  When I arrived at some of the 

community-based organizations and asked to put up posters, I also asked for 

recommendations regarding how the participants may be able to contact me.  Many 

participants contacted me through phone and email.  One gatekeeper reached out to 

participants herself, and then called me and set up a time to meet.  This gatekeeper was 

always there for the initial meeting and facilitated the introduction.  On one occasion the 

gatekeeper, with the consent of the participant, sat in on this participant’s interview. 

The seven participants I interviewed were quite diverse.  I interviewed five 

women and two men.  The participants ranged in age from 21 to 78.  Education levels 

varied, with three individuals having university degrees, one completing some college, 
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two either finishing grade twelve or their GED and one finishing grade 10.  There was a 

large variance in socio-economic status among participants, with the majority (five) 

identifying as low income.  These participants were either on social assistance, disability, 

or did not disclose their source of income, only stating that they were “poor”.  One 

participant identified as middle class, but often discussed how she had lived in poverty 

for many years.  Another individual identified as being wealthy, but did not discuss this 

in any detail. 

All of the participants had lived in Riversdale for a number of years, with three 

participants living in the neighbourhood between five and nine years and the other four 

living in the neighbourhood anywhere between ten and sixteen years.  Three lived with a 

partner and child, one had children who had grown up and gone to university, and one 

had an adult son who lived on his own.  Another participant lived with a roommate, and 

one lived on their own with no family in the city. 

 3.4.3 Data collection.  Semi-structured interviews, archival records in the form 

of past newspaper articles, community newsletters and direct observation by the 

researcher were used to collect data.  On the advice of two gatekeepers and four 

participants, I contacted some business owners and other key people in the community 

that would be beneficial to connect with given their important perspective on the 

gentrification occurring in the community.  

The interviews were held at a location chosen by the participant that was 

convenient and comfortable.  Interviews were completed in coffee shops in the 

community or at organizations familiar to the participant.  Prior to the start of the 

interview a letter of consent was discussed in detail to ensure understanding prior to 
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beginning the interview (See Appendix B).  As part of the consent, I discussed 

confidentiality, ensuring that the participant understood that they could change their 

mind and choose not to participate.  I also shared how and where the data will be stored.  

All of the participants agreed to take part in the study, and were given a signed copy of 

the consent form.  Participants were provided with a ten dollar honorarium at the start of 

the interview, although two declined the honorarium.  I explained that they were able to 

keep the honorarium even if they choose to withdraw from the interview or study.     

I conducted one individual, face-to-face semi-structured interview with each 

participant.  Stake (1995) believes that an audio recording is of little value when 

conducting interviews, and ultimately it is more essential to get the main ideas that the 

participants shares, rather than their exact words.  Stake (1995) also recommends that the 

researcher writes down key ideas and themes that the participant shared shortly after the 

interview is complete.  The interviewer can write some notes during the interview as 

well, but the main focus should be to listen (Stake, 1995).  Despite this, I chose to audio 

record the interviews.  As a social worker who has experience working with individuals 

who have experienced marginalization, I have found that writing notes while others are 

speaking can sometime be a barrier in relationship building.  Participants may have 

wondered what I was writing, and how I was interpreting their stories.  Audio recorded 

interviews ensured that I did not forget anything mentioned.  It also allowed me the 

opportunity to remain focused and present on the individual’s story, without worrying 

about writing information.     

I developed an interview guide with five open ended questions as well as basic 

demographic questions (See Appendix C).  Prompts were used to further clarify 
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responses to the questions.  According to Creswell (2007), interview questions are a 

“narrowing of the central research question and sub-questions in the research study” 

(p.133).  

I began each interview by locating myself and sharing why I was doing this 

interview.  I shared my work experience as a social worker, and how most of my career 

was in the neighbourhood of Riversdale.  I also shared certain aspects of my personal 

life, such as my experiences living in a neighbourhood on the west side of Saskatoon.  I 

shared stories and struggles that I had around my home, especially in terms of safety, and 

being a mother raising my daughter in a neighbourhood where I did not always feel safe.  

I found that participants presented as more comfortable hearing stories about who I was 

outside of work and as a mother. 

As case studies use multiple forms of data collection, I gathered information from 

various archival records as well.  Throughout the entire research study, I collected and 

examined archived and current articles from the Star Phoenix, the Saskatoon newspaper 

between 2014 and 2017.  I also collected various local magazines produced throughout 

the city that discussed the gentrification of Riversdale.  I found that the newspaper and 

magazine articles provided important context regarding how the entire City of Saskatoon 

views the neighbourhood of Riversdale and the changes that have been occurring over 

the last five years. 

Observation is another form of data collection I used in my case study research.  

Creswell (2007) states that there are different types of observer roles that a researcher 

may embody: the participant, the nonparticipant and the middle-ground position.  These 

roles are not static; the researcher can move from one position to another if desired 
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(Creswell, 2007).  When determining a site, it is essential to gain permission to access 

the site if needed (Creswell, 2007).  It is also important to determine how long one will 

be at the site, and who or what is being observed.   

I spent over 100 hours conducting observations during different times of day.  I 

made observations every morning driving to work along 20th Street from June of 2014 

until March of 2015.  I began these daily morning observations again in April of 2016 

until October of 2016.  During that time I also went for frequent walks throughout the 

neighbourhood during the day while I was at work.  I walked down 20th Street as well as 

along the side streets among the homes.  In the evening I would make observations as I 

drove home, and I also spent time in the evenings in some restaurants along 20th Street.  

On weekends I would either enter some of the local businesses along 20th Street or go to 

the Farmer’s Market.  I also spent a lot of time just driving through the community, 

observing the changes and people in the area.  

I kept a journal containing various observations made.  For a number of years, I 

had been mindful of what I saw as I walked down the streets of Riversdale.  Field notes 

were made immediately following observations and included descriptions of what I saw, 

my thoughts, emerging questions and my feelings.  I shared many of these with my 

supervisor, who I met with at regular intervals.   

 3.4.4 Data analysis.  According to Stake (1995), there is no specific beginning to 

data analysis.  I completed seven interviews and transcribed verbatim each one 

immediately following the interview.  I found transcribing my own interviews increased 

my familiarity with the data and provided an opportunity to be reminded of the 

conversations had.  The transcribed interviews were electronically stored on my laptop in 
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the software program NVivo.  Each transcript was assigned a numerical code and all 

identifying information was removed.  I was the only person with access to the raw data. 

I used categorical aggregation for my data analysis, which involves the researcher 

examining various instances within the data in order to discover themes that emerge 

(Stake, 1995).  Creswell (2007) emphasizes that these themes are not meant for 

generalizing beyond the case, but “for understanding the complexity of the case” (p.75).  

Analysis of the textual data began from my initial observations and impressions.  I 

employed the thematic analysis techniques as suggested by Saldaña (2009), as if offered 

a step-by-step procedure of coding methods that was prescriptive and simple to follow.  

Saldaña (2009) discusses first and second level coding techniques.  During the first cycle 

of coding I used attribute coding in order to note basic demographics of each participant.  

Attribute coding “provides essential participant information and contexts for analysis and 

interpretation” (Saldaña, 2009. p. 56).  I began each interview by asking the participant’s 

age, how they identify in terms of gender, socio-economic status, level of education, how 

long they have lived in Riversdale and who they currently live with.    

I also used in vivo coding, which involves taking a word or short phrase directly 

from the language of the participants (Saldaña, 2009). This type of coding can be helpful 

for researcher’s who are new to the coding process, and it is also a way to honour the 

first voice of participants (Saldaña, 2009).  The third and final form of coding employed 

during the first cycle was values coding.  This reflects a participant’s values and beliefs 

(Saldaña, 2009).   

I went over each transcribed interview line-by-line by hand and created margin 

notes in the text.  Biases, values, beliefs and assumptions were also written down in my 
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reflexive journal.  I then coded any sentence that stood out for me as significant.  The 

code is a short word or phrase that is based on my interpretation of the data.     

After completing the first cycle of coding, I then moved into the second.  This 

involved developing the codes into themes and subthemes.  These coding methods are 

“advanced ways of reorganizing and reanalyzing data coded through First Cycle 

methods” (Saldaña, 2009. p. 149).  I began to merge codes that were similar.  As I did 

this, I noticed that some codes did not seem to fit with any others.  Rather than deleting 

these codes, I placed them in a category on their own.  As I merged codes, I created 

themes and subthemes.  The final part of the analysis involved codes that did not 

necessarily fit into one of the themes, yet were still of tremendous value.  With these, I 

developed analytic memos.  According to Saldaña (2009), “analytic memos are 

somewhat comparable to researcher journal entries or blogs—a place to ‘dump your 

brain’ about the participants, phenomenon, or process under investigation by thinking 

and thus writing and thus thinking even more about them” (p. 32).  As I was using a case 

study methodology, I found analytic memos another way to produce a deeper 

understanding of the data. 

From my data analysis, four themes emerged.  These are: Pawn Shops and 

Boarded up Windows, Separate Communities within Community, Accessible versus 

Accessibility, and Resources are Community.  The next chapter will describe in detail 

each theme and their related subthemes. 

3.5 Ethical Considerations 

I entered the community of Riversdale as an outsider.  I am also a white woman 

of privilege who was seeking information in order to obtain my Masters of Social Work 
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degree. I kept a reflexive journal and debriefed regularly with my supervisor in order to 

maintain self-awareness of my outsider status. 

I adhered to strategies in order to protect participants from harm and ensure 

confidentiality.  Before recruiting participants and conducting interviews, I submitted an 

ethics application to the Research Ethics Board of the University of Regina.  Once my 

study received approval, I began to recruit participants.  Participants were required to 

sign a consent form upon their involvement.  The consent form ensured participants that 

their confidentiality was protected through safe storage of audio recordings and any other 

material, such as the transcripts from the interviews.  I was the only person with access 

to the raw data and the master list of code numbers assigned to the participants.  Any 

electronic data stored on a computer was password protected. 

As a registered social worker with the Saskatchewan Association of Social 

Workers, I adhered to the professional Code of Ethics (2005).  The research posed no 

more than minimal risk to participants.  However, at the beginning and end of the 

interview I mentioned that I had contact numbers for support services should a 

participant require this.  If any questions related to ethical protocol arose during 

participant recruitment and interviews, I spoke with both my supervisor and reconnected 

with the Research Ethics Board. 

3.6 Credibility and Trustworthiness 

There were a variety of steps that I took in order to ensure trustworthiness and 

credibility.  Trustworthiness is important to establish the worth of the research and 

credibility of the findings.  I spent a prolonged amount of time in the field collecting 

data.  Creswell (2007) discusses various challenges and issues to be mindful of while 
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observing, including “remembering to take field notes, determining the best timing for 

moving from a nonparticipant to a participant (if this role change is desired), and keeping 

from being overwhelmed with information.” (p. 139).  I kept field notes in a reflexive 

journal, which also contained any biases and emotions that I experienced.  I met 

regularly with my supervisor to discuss what I encountered through the observations 

done in the field.  While meeting with my supervisor, I also debriefed my data analysis.  

Both my supervisor and my committee provided direction and objective feedback 

regarding my data analysis.   

I also did member checks, which involved reconnecting with participants to 

determine if my interpretation was accurate.  I initially met with one participant who had 

played an active role in connecting me with other participants.  After discussing the 

themes and subthemes that emerged from the research, I inquired about connecting with 

some of the other participants she introduced me to.  Due to ongoing challenges related 

to addictions and transiency, I was unable to connect with a few participants again.  I 

also reached out to other participants through email, sharing what emerged from the 

research. 

Using a case study methodology, I examined multiple sources of data including 

interviews from seven participants, archival records and direct observations.  This 

triangulation of data allowed the opportunity for corroborating data found from various 

resources, which enhanced the credibility and trustworthiness of the study (Creswell, 

2007).  Along with the interviews and observations, I also examined multiple archival 

records.  Throughout the entire process of the research, I ensured I was following the 

social work Code of Ethics (2005). 
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3.7 Conclusion 

Paradigms and personal worldviews play a large role in the shape research takes.  

In qualitative research, the researcher not only acknowledges this, but includes it in their 

study.  My values and beliefs influenced the work that I did, and I included these, along 

with any biases I had, in this thesis.  I chose to use critical theory as my theoretical 

framework due to the fact that many participants I interviewed had experienced and 

currently experience multiple forms of marginalization.  I was aware of my privilege and 

the fact that I was entering the community of Riversdale as an outsider.  I chose a case 

study methodology in order to understand and to learn more about the bounded system of 

the neighbourhood of Riversdale.  The next chapter presents the findings of this study, 

where I share in detail the four main themes and subthemes that emerged. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: Findings 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides the findings answering the question: how does the 

gentrification of Riversdale impact local residents?  The four themes that emerged from 

the data collected are: Resources are Community, Separate Communities within a 

Community, Pawn Shops and Boarded up Windows, and Accessible versus 

Accessibility.  Here I present and discuss the four themes and 12 subthemes that surfaced 

from the data.  Each of the themes was derived from the participants’ stories, and the 

interrelationship between the themes and subthemes are supported by the narratives of 

the participants interviewed.  The chapter then concludes with a summary of the 

findings.  

The title of this thesis is: “’I think we’re all having the wrong conversation’: The 

relationship between the gentrification of Riversdale and the well-being of local 

residents”.  This title emerged from one participant’s experiences with conversations 

around gentrification.  The participant shared how she always hears that the 

neighbourhood of Riversdale should not be improved, and that the changes are not 

beneficial.  She stated that the concern should be around poverty instead, and how to 

continue to provide access to mental health and addiction services.  This interview 

reflected the voices of all participants and the need to ensure that the quality of life of 

local residents is maintained, despite the changes occurring as a result of gentrification.  

In particular, this includes the importance of the community based organizations and 

resources that many participants in this study have come to rely on a daily basis for their 

survival. 
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4.2 Resources are Community 

This theme describes how the participants’ conceptualize the various social 

services situated throughout the neighbourhood of Riversdale.  One of the questions on 

the interview guide was around the importance of the community resources in 

Riversdale.  Even though this question was part of the interview, participants discussed 

community resources multiple times, even before the question was asked.  This reflected 

the importance of these services and the integral role they play in participants’ day to day 

experiences in the neighbourhood.  Of the seven participants, five said that they 

consistently utilized community resources either for themselves, or family members.  

The two that did not access services still emphasized how essential these resources are.  

These services not only provide basic needs; they were described as the fabric of the 

community.  Riversdale is one of the six core neighbourhoods in Saskatoon with high 

rates of single-parent households and poverty.  Participants discussed how many local 

residents access community resources on a daily basis and it is absolutely vital to have 

them in a location where people can easily access them.  These resources were also 

described by participants as places where local residents can come together as a 

community and spend time with one another.  One participant shared how going every 

day to the Friendship Inn, a non-profit organization that provides daily meals for people 

in need, connected her with the people in her neighbourhood.  She described how she’s 

always “saying hi to everyone I know [on the streets] cause I see them at the Inn all the 

time” (PO5).  She also stated that the “whole Riversdale community goes there” (PO5), 

and how it would have a huge impact on many people if the Friendship Inn was to move 

or no longer exist.  According to the study participants, resources like the Friendship Inn 
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are not just there for meals; these resources make community.  The following subthemes 

discuss the theme Resources are Community in greater detail.  The significance of the 

various community resources is discussed and the vital role they play in addressing the 

challenges that occur in Riversdale on a daily basis.   

 4.2.1 Challenges of Riversdale.  The first subtheme of Resources are 

Community revolves around challenges participants have observed in their 

neighbourhood.  Gangs, trauma, addiction, homelessness and poverty have been 

observed by each participant in their neighbourhood and several have lived experience 

with these issues.  As one participant states:  “I’m surrounded by violence and 

alcoholism and drug addiction and all those things every day” (PO1).  Despite the new 

businesses and increase in people visiting the neighbourhood of Riverdale as a result of 

gentrification, these issues still exist.  The participants acknowledged that even if the 

community resources were to move elsewhere, these issues will continue to exist and 

will not disappear.   

Every participant mentioned gang activity being an increased concern in their 

community.  One participant openly talked about how she’s “seen a sharp increase in 

gangs” before mentioning a shooting on her street a few years ago that was gang related.  

This participant discussed how “we didn’t really see that [gun violence] 12 years ago” 

(PO1).  Another participant focused on the safety risks around the gang activity, stating: 

“You have to be careful about the gangs.  I’m sorry it’s a reality that we live in”.  PO5 

shared how the increasing gang activity effect the neighbourhood youth.  She states: “the 

gang population is huge.  It’s getting worse, I think.  Cause they’re recruiting people 

younger and younger now” (PO5).  All of the participants mentioned how it is extremely 
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important to provide supports and services for individuals struggling; even those 

involved in gangs, and community resources do just that. 

Five of the seven participants self-identified as Indigenous.  Two participants 

interviewed shared how they were survivors of the 60’s Scoop and talked about the 

trauma they experienced as a result of being removed from their home and placed with 

white families.  One participant discussed her childhood experience, stating: “I moved 

36…37 times.  Adopted twice” (PO4).  This participant said her entire live involved 

others oppressing her and making decisions for her.  Another participant talked about 

how her experience with the 60’s Scoop contributed to her ongoing struggles with 

alcohol.  She opened up around the difficulty of living in Riversdale when alcohol is all 

around her, stating: “it’s hard if you’re trying to stay sober” (PO6).  She shared how her 

partner suggested they move to the east side, but everyone they know lives in the west 

side and she does not want to start over knowing no one.  Participant O6 talked about 

how they “have more people we know in the Riversdale area”, so instead, she avoids 

situations with alcohol as much as possible.  “I’ll go by and say hi, bye and then that’s it” 

(PO6). 

   Struggles with alcohol and drugs are common occurrences in the 

neighbourhood according to multiple participants.  One participant discussed how the 

impact of alcohol is multigenerational and can have devastating effects on individuals, 

families and communities.  This participant stated that you “can see it in our children” 

(PO4).  This same participant also talked about the high rates of drug use, mentioning  

how individuals “go to the Westside clinic and get their prescription, go to Rexall next 

door, go in the back, and go get their needles and start wheelin’ and dealin’” (PO4).  This 
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participant said it was “very unsafe for you to be walking [in Riversdale and Pleasant 

Hill] when it’s midmonth and end of the month” due to high rates of drug use on the 

streets (P05).  

Another challenge of Riverdale shared by the participants related to 

homelessness. One participant discussed personal experiences of observing 

homelessness in her community.  This participant described the experience of “walking 

down the railway tracks to Station 20 and seeing a nest in the trees” (PO3).  The “nest” 

this participant referred to was an individual’s shelter in the bushes.  A second 

participant mentioned what is known as hidden homelessness.  This is not as obvious as 

an individual living on the street.  Participant O1 discussed seeing individuals in her 

neighbourhood staying in tents in other people’s yards and the overcrowding of homes.  

She states how “there’s seven people living in this tiny two bedroom suite upstairs from 

me.  So in that one house, there’s 15 people” (PO1). 

Poverty was viewed as the root of the problems in Riversdale by many 

participants.  As one participant bluntly stated: “Poverty’s a trap.  There’s no doubt about 

it” (PO1).  Each participant, regardless of their socio-economic status, recognized that 

poverty was a concern in Riversdale.  This is best illustrated by a participant stating that 

“You can’t help but see the poverty here [in Riversdale]” (PO3), while another shared 

how poverty is difficult to “climb out of, especially if you have children” (PO1).  PO2 

discussed how poverty is often visible in Riversdale, despite the changes occurring.  This 

participant said that this is important because “we have to think about it, and we have to 

try and deal with it” (PO2).  This participant shared how poverty cannot be ignored 
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because it is not going away.  Even if we “push people to the margins of the 

neighbourhood”, it is not going to eliminate or naturally reduce poverty (PO2).  

When asked about the community resources presently in Riversdale, all of the 

participants expressed knowledge of their existence.  There were also multiple 

discussions with participants around whether these resources perpetuate the challenges 

that exist.  Several of the participants were aware that there have been ongoing 

conversations at the municipal level around the existence of these community resources, 

and whether or not they should be moved.  Many participants mentioned how the 

Executive Director of the Riversdale Business Improvement District (BID), Randy 

Pshebylo has also discussed pushing social services out of the area.  For example, PO2 

states: “You hear all the talk of wanting Friendship Inn off 20th or no new social services 

in that area.  That says to me we’re trying to hide poverty and that really worries me”.  

This same participant further commented that: “community resources are there for a 

reason.  We’re in the core neighbourhoods, these are the lower income neighbourhoods 

in the city.  It makes sense to have things available to help them” (PO2).  All of the 

participants’ discussions reflected this statement, as many of them utilize and rely on 

these resources in order to meet their basic needs.  The participants were emphatic in 

their views that these resources are community, and they need to remain in Riversdale so 

individuals who need them can access them.  According to one participant, the fact that 

there is even a conversation around social service perpetuating poverty “is idiotic.  It 

doesn’t make any sense” (PO2).    

Another participant shared insight on her personal experience and how having 

community resources close by where she could access them played a large role in her 
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ability to overcome poverty.  She commented on how she can now support the new 

stores and restaurants that exist along 20th Street.   

I know there’s a lot of shop owners, as part of the BID, who don’t want any of 

those [community resources] there.  There’s no way that I would’ve been able to 

increase my socio-economic status in order to be able to shop in their store.  You 

want me to shop in your store, you need to provide me with social services to get 

me out of that rut (PO1). 

In each interview conducted, participants mentioned the challenges of Riversdale 

multiple times.  Gangs, addiction, trauma, homelessness and poverty have existed in 

their community for a long time and continue to exist today.  Despite the gentrification 

of Riversdale currently occurring, participants did not see these challenges decreasing 

and believed that having community resources in their neighbourhood was essential to 

support individuals and families who were struggling.   

 4.2.2. Community resources are a means of life.  The next subtheme of 

Resources are Community describes how community resources are a means of life.  

Despite every participant commenting on the importance of these community resources 

in Riversdale, some utilize and rely on them so regularly that they were understood as 

just a way of life.  For example, one participant described a typical day, which consisted 

of utilizing a variety of social services.  Our interview took place in a community 

resource.  The participant had just come from the Friendship Inn, and was heading to 

another community resource right after the interview.  Yet, when I asked about the 

utilization of social services and community resources, this participant stated: “What do 

you mean by social services?” (PO7).  The first question I asked during the interviews 
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was what the participants enjoyed about Riversdale.  When PO5 was asked this, the first 

things mentioned were the social services in the neighbourhood.  This participant shared 

how “living in Riversdale is actually pretty fun.  Cause there’s a Food Bank that’s right 

there – right where I live.  And there’s White Buffalo [Youth Lodge]” (PO5).    

Many participants shared their struggles and how essential community resources 

were for them.  One participant described how they are “absolutely vital” and “to be a 

healthy human being I need those services here” (PO4).  A variety of community 

resources were mentioned, including: The Friendship Inn, The Food Bank, CHEP Good 

Food Inc, Our Lady of Guadalupe House, Quint, White Buffalo Youth Lodge, Station 20 

West, St. Mary’s School and the Child and Family Services.  Nearly all of the 

participants accessed community resources every day, and many did not think anything 

of it.  For many participants, accessing community resources was just a way of life.  

When asked about what they like about living in Riversdale, Thrive Juice or being close 

to the Farmer’s Market was never mentioned.  It was the Food Bank, White Buffalo 

Youth Lodge and the Friendship Inn. 

 4.2.3 Friendship Inn the core of the community.  The third and final subtheme 

of Resources are Community describes the importance of one key community resource.  

This non-profit organization provides more than just the basic needs for people.  As 

mentioned by all of the participants, the Friendship Inn is vital to the community.  

Referred by many as “The Inn”, it was described as a place of community, one that 

brings people together.  This is best exemplified by one participant who stated: “I really 

love going to the Friendship Inn cause I know a lot of workers there" (PO5).  Even those 

who had never accessed this resource recognized its significance in the community.  The 
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Friendship Inn has expanded as an organization, and many participants in this study 

shared how “The Inn” now serves up to one thousand meals a day.  Along with breakfast 

and lunch, services such as a family support worker, parenting group, and other 

programs and services are readily available to support individuals who need some 

assistance.   

Despite the increasing need for this organization and its recent expansion, 

discussions have surfaced as to how long the Friendship Inn will remain in Riversdale.  

Participants’ comments about the Friendship Inn varied, from stating that the 

organization was not going to go anywhere due to recent renovations, to concerns around 

the BID wanting to move the Friendship Inn elsewhere.  One participant shared how the 

Friendship Inn “is a brand new building, it’s not going anywhere” (PO1).  However, 

another participant described concerns with this resource.  He stated: “You hear all the 

talk of wanting Friendship Inn off 20th or no new social services in that area” (PO2).  

Despite the various opinions on the future of the organization, all participants agreed that 

it is an essential service in the community that provided more than just a free meal. 

The purpose of this study is to explore the gentrification process and community 

changes, and to gain an understanding of the implications of gentrification on the 

wellbeing of local residents.  The idea that Resources are Community was an apparent 

and recurring theme.  Participants shared how community resources provide more than 

just food security; they support individuals’ well-being and create the sense of 

community they enjoy and appreciate being a part of.  Even the few participants who did 

not access community resources discussed the importance of having them in Riversdale.  

These participants discussed how Riversdale has a high population of individuals and 
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families living in poverty and these social services are essential for the determinants of 

health.   

Two distinct groups were discussed by the participants during the interviews: 

those who access the community resources in Riversdale and those who access the new 

businesses along 20th Street.  The next section discusses the theme of Separate 

Communities within a Community, including the subthemes that emerged from the 

category. 

4.3 Separate Communities Within a Community   

Driving along 20th Street, it is apparent that there are two distinct groups of 

people in Riversdale.  Between Idylwyld Drive and 20th Street and Avenue E, a variety 

of new coffee shops, stores and restaurants exist.  There have also been various artists 

over the past few years creating murals and other works of art on the street.  Two key 

resources are located on the corner of 20th Street and Avenue F: the White Buffalo Youth 

Lodge and the Friendship Inn.  Further west on 20th Street is the City Centre Church, 

another organization that provides support to individuals who are struggling with issues 

such as food insecurity, mental health, addictions and trauma.  I observed more 

racialized and marginalized people on these blocks than I did between Avenue A and E.  

Twice a day at breakfast and lunch there is a line-up of individuals outside the 

Friendship Inn waiting for a hot meal.  The distinct separation between the two groups is 

apparent.  According to participants, there is an imaginary boundary that appears to 

divide people based on those who access social service resources and those that 

patronize the new businesses.  This dividing line separates the trendy restaurants and 

coffee shops from the pawn shops and boarded up Missions.  These two separate 
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communities both exist within the community of Riversdale, and many participants 

emphasized these distinct groups when sharing their stories.  For example, one 

participant referred to one group as the general community and the other as the core 

community, stating “we’re still kinda separated” (PO4).  She discussed how the “richer” 

are found “a little further south” (PO4).  This is where “the stores all of a sudden are a 

little nicer – a little bit more expensive” (PO4).  This participant, along with others that 

discussed the two groups did not say anything negative about each one, but just 

acknowledged that they exist.   

The following subthemes describe the theme of Separate Communities within a 

Community in detail.  The divide between those who access the new businesses and 

those who utilize community resources are quite apparent in the neighbourhood of 

Riversdale. 

 4.3.1 Different class, different hot spot.  The first subtheme refers to how 

different classes and ethnicities of people spend time in different hot spots.  The term 

“hot spot” comes from a conversation with Participant O4.  She used it in relation to 

locations or pockets of the community where specific groups of people could be found.  

She stated: “same as the police – we call them hot spots” (PO4).  Participants described 

their observations of the two communities existing within Riversdale as a result of the 

changes that are occurring along 20th Street.  All of the participants mentioned walking 

by the new business between Idylwyld Drive and Avenue E, but many shared that they 

did not spend much time in these establishments.  For example, one participant shared 

how it’s “more of a race thing”, and when asked to elaborate, discussed how more white 

people enter the new shops and stores (PO5).  Specifically, “I live in the ghetto; they 
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probably live in the east side in some mansion or something” (PO5).  This participant 

talked about how she preferred to spend more time around the community resources that 

she accessed and where she felt more comfortable, such as the Friendship Inn.   

The perception of two distinct communities was observed in yet another way.  

This was stated by another participant such that as you walk on 20th Street, the farther 

you go “people’s faces change” (PO4).  This participant continued to discuss the 

changing faces, stating that “there used to be brown people all the time…now we’re 

meeting at the Friendship Inn.  Yeah, so people are kinda shifted down [away from the 

new businesses] a bit” (PO4).  Another participant shared how she has observed “a lot 

more young people who think it’s very hip to be in Riversdale” (PO1).  She further 

clarified that “there’s more people from outside the neighbourhood who come to hang 

out in our neighbourhood now” (PO1).  Many of the young, white professionals 

frequenting the neighbourhood and shops and services were perceived to live in other 

parts of the city.  According to the participants, these people are often not observed on 

20th Street past the trendy new stores and restaurants.  The following passage best 

exemplifies this:   

It’s more a certain demographic, especially in some of the places where things 

are more expensive, and I mean, the same is true with the Farmer’s Market.  You 

don’t really see people…the people who are in the neighbourhood when I moved 

into the neighbourhood don’t go there (PO2). 

Three of the participants, all of whom live a few blocks further west past the 

Friendship Inn, shared how they do not see white people around their home.  When I 

asked one participant if she has observed a lot of white people near her home, she 
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laughed and stated that “if they do it’s for drugs” (PO6).  Although most participants 

shared stories about white people coming to Riversdale from other parts of the city, some 

did mention that they have observed young white professionals and families moving into 

the neighbourhood. 

 4.3.2 New white business owners.  The next subtheme revolves around the new 

businesses owners on 20th Street.  Several participants discussed the emergence of new 

business owners as one of the changes that has occurred as a result of the gentrification 

of Riversdale.  While the participants did not have anything negative to say about most 

business owners, they did acknowledge that they play a large role in the distinction 

between the two communities, as they own the businesses that one distinct group appears 

to access.  The title of this subtheme arose from one participant who openly admitted that 

“we call them the new white business owners” (PO4).  The majority of participants 

mentioned how the new white business owners were very friendly such that, one 

participant shared that she will visit with them, despite the fact that she does not utilize 

their business.  She states: “if somebody’s standing out there in front of their business or 

whatever I’ll say ‘hi, how are you’ cause I’m that kind of person” (PO6).  According to 

the participants the owners were friendly and always had a warm greeting, even though 

many cannot afford to utilize their services. 

 There was also mention of how the new business owners were a lot more 

approachable than the owners of the pawn shops that previously inhabited most of 20th 

Street.  Participant 01 states:  “When you’re the owner of a pawn shop, you don’t say hi 

to people walking by.  You also don’t stop in there on a regular basis” (PO1).  This 

participant discussed how she sometimes goes to the new coffee shops on 20th to meet 
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friends, and although the owners may not know her name, they recognize her from the 

neighbourhood and will always say hi.   

For many participants, especially those who do not access the new businesses, 

there was still a distinct separation between “us” and “them”. This was especially 

apparent for those residents who could not afford the services provided in the new stores 

and restaurants, and those who often frequented the Friendship Inn rather than a newer 

restaurant.  Of the seven participants, two stated that they access the new businesses 

along 20th Street.  One or two other participants have entered a couple of the coffee 

shops and restaurants, but only if something was purchased for them.  One participant 

stated: “I would never be able to afford their coffee there [on my own].  Nor would I take 

one of my community Native people in there.  It’s very different. It’s a different world” 

(PO4).  The other three had never entered any of the buildings, but have encountered the 

business owners on the street as they walked by.  When asked why one participant has 

not entered the any of the new businesses, he simply said: “cause we just haven’t had the 

money” (PO7). 

Many participants believe Riversdale “is community without all the new business 

owners coming in” (PO4).  Conversations around the gentrification of Riversdale often 

include a discussion around how the neighbourhood is becoming more vibrant, diverse, 

and revitalized.  Yet many participants talked about how diverse their community was 

before the changes began to occur.  One participant discussed all of the different 

ethnicities in Riversdale, stating: “we literally have a United Nations right here” (PO4).  

She talked about spending time with Doukhobors and “we have the Oriental community 

that I hang out with, a Punjabi community that I hang out with, we have an African 
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community, and of course our First Nations People” (PO4).  According to the 

participants, these groups did not move in as a result of the gentrification of Riversdale; 

the neighbourhood was quite diverse before the new white business owners moved in.   

Every single participant mentioned how much they enjoy the people of 

Riversdale, and their neighbours whom they have known for many years; before the 

changes began to occur.  One participant stated: “the neighbour next door brings me 

carrots and tomatoes and cucumbers out of his garden and brings in the mail when I’m 

out of town, and I take care of him as well” (PO2). Riversdale was a community before 

the gentrification, and continues to be so; gentrification appears to have little impact on 

this.  Many participants shared stories of the people of Riversdale, and how they met 

them through Food Bank or Friendship Inn.  This was best reiterated by Participant 06:  

“At the Food Bank…that’s where I met most of the people that I know” (PO6).  Not one 

participant commented that the changes occurring along 20th Street were creating a more 

diverse or welcoming community; in their experience this was occurring well before the 

gentrification began. 

4.3.3 When the communities come together.  The third and final subtheme 

discusses the exception to the idea of the separation between local residents and the new 

business owners.  Participants shared how one business, Twig and Squirrel’s Wild 

Goods, was an example of how those who access the new businesses and those who 

utilize the community resources can come together.  This business was simply and 

powerfully described as: “very special” (PO3).   For example, the new business owner of 

the Twig and Squirrel was not known as a new business owner.  The participants referred 

to her by her first name. Some of the products in the Twig and Squirrel are more 
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expensive.  Many items in the store would not be affordable to some of the residents of 

Riversdale and yet the participants stated feeling comfortable with this particular store.  

 When asked about the new shops and restaurants opening in Riversdale, many 

participants repeatedly mentioned this shop.  Even those who had not personally 

accessed the Twig and Squirrel had something positive to say about the business.  

Participants mentioned the owner and how she and her store have played a vital role in 

the community.  They talked about how she asks what the community needs and sells 

both First Nations art, and supplies to be used in traditional ceremonies.  As stated by 

Participant 04: “We have an incredible amount of artists along here [20th Street].  They 

don’t even know they’re good enough to be selling their art work.  But [the owner of the 

Twig and Squirrel] will do it.  And put it in her store”. (PO4).  This participant 

mentioned a story of how a Riversdale store that sold broad cloth for traditional First 

Nations ceremonies had closed down.  Twig and Squirrel’s Wild Goods purchased the 

cloth and sold it for the same price, which was much less than some other shops in the 

city.  Another participant shared how Twig and Squirrel’s Wild Goods sold beads, sage 

and sweetgrass.  She referred to it as an “Aboriginal based store” that has “beads and like 

stuff to make like powwow dresses and stuff with” (PO5). 

Twig and Squirrel’s Wild Goods manages to exist between both communities.  

This shop sells a variety of products from local artists and residents of Saskatoon.  There 

is organic fair trade coffee, jewellery, herbal remedies and superfoods.  There is art made 

from a variety of local artists of all different back grounds.  One participant discussed 

how the owner will sell the art of local residents.  She states: “They [local residents] will 

often make their art piece there [at the Native Circle Ministry], and go over to the Twig 
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and Squirrel and display their art.  So it’s self-sustainable” (PO4).  If the piece sells, the 

participant shared how the owner will head over to the Friendship Inn to give the artists 

their money while they’re having lunch; and the bridge between business and community 

is formed. It is that connection between community resources and businesses that made 

Twig and Squirrel’s Wild Goods truly unique.  The shop is meant to be enjoyed by all 

community members, and that is reflected in the range of products and prices.  Not only 

are local residents welcomed into the business through affordable products, but the 

community is also encouraged to create art that can be sold in the space as well. 

The separate communities within the community of Riversdale are those who can 

access the new businesses, and those who utilize community resources.  While there is 

an overlap at times, most participants stated local residents access either one or the other.  

Participants were not in support of this divide, and some discussed this in more detail 

than others.  For example, one participant talked about the idea of local residents being 

able to appreciate all of the changes in the community of Riversdale, including the new 

businesses.  He mentioned that “some of these places that are doing very well, selling 

fancy expensive things, maybe they need to be finding ways to support more affordable 

options as well” (PO2).  Despite the fact that the gentrification of Riversdale has created 

a divide between business and community resources, the research findings discovered 

that every participant appreciated the new upgrade to their neighbourhood, which was 

well overdue. The next theme discusses this facelift to Riversdale and how the 

participants feel about the changes.  There is also a conversation around whether or not 

people living in poverty should be able to purchase luxury items.   
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4.4 Pawn Shops and Boarded Up Windows 

The theme entitled Pawn Shops and Boarded up Windows describes how the 

changes, as a result of the gentrification occurring in Riversdale, were considered a 

welcome facelift to the neighbourhood.  As one participant frankly stated: “the west side 

is getting better.  It doesn’t seem so – sorry to say this, but – ghetto” (PO5).  Another 

participant expressed concern regarding the previous state of the neighbourhood, saying 

that she doesn’t “think that poor people should have to be surrounded by drug dealers 

and violence” (PO1).  When asked about the changes, different participants described 

different elements of the facelift of Riversdale that they appreciated.  Despite these slight 

differences, all of the participants agreed that Riversdale was becoming less “ghetto” and 

there was nothing wrong with that.  For example, one participant shared her how much 

she enjoyed the iron buffalo sculptures and flowers now adorning 20th Street.  She “liked 

the way they’re putting up these new gates and stuff.  Over here, like City Centre 

Church?  It’s all buffalos.  I like the way they’re doing that and putting the flowers on 

the sidewalks” (PO6).  Another participant discussed how he valued the new businesses 

and restaurants that are along 20th, as he is fortunate enough to be able to afford to access 

them. 

The following subthemes discuss the theme of Pawn Shops and Boarded up 

Windows. When discussing elements of change in Riversdale as a result of the 

gentrification, different participants discussed different aspects.  Some participants 

mentioned the new shops and restaurants, while others appreciated the bike pump, 

sculptures and flower pots outside the Friendship Inn and White Buffalo Youth Lodge.  

What people noticed depended on where they spent most of their time.  However, no 
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matter where the participants spent time in Riversdale, there was the general consensus 

that these new additions to beautify the neighbourhood were welcome. 

 4.4.1 Facelift of Riversdale welcomed by all.  The first subtheme of Pawn 

Shops and Boarded up Windows represents the mutual agreeance that a neighbourhood 

of pawn shops, garbage on the streets, and boarded up windows does not make a healthy 

community.  As Participant 04 states: “they made it look nice again…it was looking a 

little ragged” (PO4).  Participants explained how the changes have improved how 

Riversdale is perceived.  Fixing up the roads, adding some art and flower pots were 

mentioned multiple times by all participants.   

One participant connected the idea of the facelift for everyone to enjoy to the new 

businesses that moved in to the neighbourhood.  She talked about how there is a belief 

that people living in poverty should not have high end restaurants or other services in 

their neighbourhood.  This participant strongly disagreed with viewpoint, stating:  

I think that it’s okay that there’s a coffee shop that charges four dollars for a latte.  

I don’t think that the expectation should be that poor people shouldn’t have 

access to a variety of things; they should only have access to pawn shops and 

social services (PO1).   

This participant shared an experience of someone questioning why some of these 

new businesses were situated in a low income neighbourhood.  She said: 

When The TwoTwenty and Collective Coffee first opened up, I remember a 

woman, who does not live in that neighbourhood ranting, saying ‘who in that 

neighbourhood has four dollars for a  mocha…’ and so on and so forth- and I said 

‘I do’.  I shouldn’t have to leave my neighbourhood to buy the things I want.  I 
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think it’s okay that there’s a coffee shop that charges four dollars for a latte.  

Because even when I was a poor starving student with two kids on my own, I still 

bought a four dollar coffee (PO1). 

A majority of the participants who either live in poverty or have lived in poverty 

discussed the idea of people in poverty purchasing “luxury items”.  The term luxury item 

is used to refer to something that does not cover a basic need of food security or shelter.  

Individuals and families accessing social services are constantly scrutinized around 

spending and questioned on anything not deemed necessary.  Participants believed that 

someone living in poverty should be able to purchase what they want, free from 

judgement.  They further mentioned how the places that they do access, which are often 

big box stores and chain restaurants in the inner city, also deserve a facelift.  One 

participant spoke about the McDonalds on 22nd Street and Avenue W.  She said that 

particular McDonalds has not changed in 20 years and asked “why doesn’t that 

McDonalds get an upgrade?  We have these beautiful places—how come they don’t do 

that?” (PO4).  While gentrifying the neighbourhood of Riversdale in order to revitalize 

the neighbourhood, renovating some of the businesses local residents access would also 

be a welcomed improvement.  It appears as if the big box stores on the west side of the 

city always seem to be the last to receive an upgrade. 

Each participant discussed the changes occurring in Riversdale in a positive light.  

They spoke of their neighbourhood having a bad reputation for a number of years and 

the recent esthetic changes are a welcome upgrade.  Some participants clarified this even 

further, stating that just because they live in a community with a lot of low income 

individuals and families, does not mean that they cannot or should not have renovated 
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stores and higher end businesses.  The participants who spoke of this believe that the 

option should be available for those who choose to access these places. 

 4.4.2 Designing a healthier neighbourhood for everyone.  The second 

subtheme in the theme entitled Pawn Shops and Boarded up Windows highlights how the 

changes occurring in Riversdale are part of designing a healthier neighbourhood that 

everyone can enjoy.  One participant shared how the gentrification of Riversdale was 

creating an opportunity to “look at the development of a neighbourhood through a lens of 

creating optimal health for the people who are living there and are going to live there” 

(PO2).  This was discussed from the perspective of the social determinants of health, 

which looks at health in relation to different societal factors and social issues that can 

impact an individual’s physical health and well-being.  Thus, making Riversdale less 

“ghetto” and designing a healthier neighbourhood can have a positive impact on local’s 

resident’s physical health and well-being.  This participant elaborated on his comment 

regarding how the changes occurring in Riversdale can create optimal health, which 

included “designing a healthier neighbourhood and actually being intentional and 

thoughtful about making sure we make affordable housing available.  Make sure we’re 

not in a food desert of a food swamp” (PO2).   

The gentrification of Riversdale can be used as an opportunity to create a 

healthier community.  For example, one participant mentioned the negative views that 

often surround gentrification and how she believes people are “having the wrong 

conversation about gentrification and how we shouldn’t be improving this 

neighbourhood and so on and so forth” (PO1).  Instead she feels that we should be 

looking at “how do we improve the quality of their [local residents] life?” (PO1).  This 
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participant openly stated how “the answer isn’t that things needed to stay the same there” 

(PO1).  There was a general consensus that if the gentrification of Riversdale improves 

the quality of life of local residents and creates changes that all can enjoy, there is 

nothing wrong with that.  When designing a neighbourhood, the key concept to keep in 

mind is that it is creating optimal health for all the residents, not only those who live 

within a certain tax bracket. 

The theme of Pawn Shops and Boarded up Windows reflects the participants’ 

views that Riversdale was due for a facelift, and everyone can appreciate those changes.  

According to the participants, people who live in poverty should not be surrounded by 

addictions and violence.  Furthermore, they believe that just because Riversdale is a 

neighbourhood with a high concentration of poverty does not mean that local residents 

should not be able to have access to higher end businesses if they choose to access them.    

Being mindful of who can enjoy the changes occurring in Riversdale relates to 

the fourth and final theme that was developed as a result of the data collected.  While it 

is essential to create a healthier neighbourhood that can be enjoyed by all, it is important 

to remember that just because something can is physically accessible, does not 

necessarily mean that it can be accessed by all. 

4.5 Accessible Versus Accessibility 

The final theme is Accessible Versus Accessibility.  This theme describes the 

notion that just because something is physically accessible, does not mean that everyone 

feels comfortable accessing it.  For example, all of the participants, even those without 

access to transportation, have walked east on 20th Street to Idylwyld Drive.  The shops 

and restaurants are physically accessible.  All of the participants could physically enter 
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one of the stores, they have all walked by them, and many stated that they often have 

said hello to the business owners.  But most participants said that they did not feel 

comfortable entering many of the stores, even just to look at the products because of a 

lack of affordability for the services being provided within these businesses.  One 

participant talked about how she has not entered any of the new shops and restaurants 

because she “wouldn’t feel right going in there [because she was wearing] sweats and 

like, a big heavy jacket or something” (PO5).  This same participant shared how she did 

not feel comfortable entering the new businesses based on her appearance versus the 

appearances of other people who she has seen frequenting the stores.  She described a 

perceived sense of discomfort if she were to enter the new businesses both “dress wise” 

and based on “what kind of status they have, compared to what I have” (PO5). 

Many of the participants mentioned feeling more comfortable closer to the 

Friendship Inn and farther west on 20th toward the Pleasant Hill neighbourhood than the 

new businesses between Idylwyld Drive and Avenue E.  One participant stated that: 

The little hot spot for the community is this area right here.  Twig and Squirrel, 

the hair shop, and then Native Ministry.  And then across you have White Buff 

up there, White Buffalo.  And then the Friendship Inn, where thousands of us go 

and eat daily (PO4).   

When asked where PO5 felt most comfortable in the community, she stated “if you go all 

the way up 20th [west], then that’s where I feel more myself” (PO5).     

The following subthemes discuss the theme of Accessible versus Accessibility in 

greater detail.  Even though the new shops and restaurants are physically accessible does 

not mean that all residents feel welcome accessing the new businesses.  
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 4.5.1 Can’t use what you can’t see.  This subtheme derives from the comments 

made by participants when asked how they view the changes occurring along 20th Street 

these last five years.  All of the participants shared their views on the new businesses 

along 20th Street, however many did not bring up these businesses until they were asked 

about them.  Those who utilized the various community resources in the neighbourhood 

often did not initially discuss the new shops and restaurants.  Instead, they discussed the 

widening of the roads, flower pots in front of the Friendship Inn, and the sculptures 

outside of City Centre Church and White Buffalo Youth Lodge.  When asked about the 

changes that have occurred in Riversdale over the past five years, they described support 

services that would be most useful to them.  For example, when I asked one participant 

about the changes occurring in Riversdale, she said: “they built Quint, which is helpful to 

us…and there’s the CHEP program” (PO6).  These organizations have been around for 

longer than five years, however they have recently moved into Station 20 West, a one-

stop shop full of various community based organizations.  This participant was 

referencing the new location of the community resources that have been around for 

decades.  This was what was of value to her.  After specifically being asked about the 

new shops and restaurants along 20th Street, this participant then stated: “oh yeah!” 

(PO6) and then shared that she did not utilize any of the new businesses. 

Many participants had similar sentiments regarding the changes that were 

occurring in Riversdale.  Those that used social services on a daily basis did not discuss 

the new businesses in Riversdale until specifically asked, and there was never any 

mention about infill homes or condominiums.  The two participants that disclosed that 

they were financially able to access the new shops and restaurants mentioned these 
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before I even asked about the changes occurring within their neighbourhood over the 

past five years.   

 4.5.2 Accessing food in the core.  The next subtheme was developed due to 

conversations around lack of accessibility of food in the core neighbourhood of 

Riversdale.  The term food desert was used by Participant 02 in reference to the lack of 

physical and economic access to healthy food in the core neighbourhood.  At the 

beginning of my research, a grocery store existed known as the Good Food Junction Co-

op on 20th Street and Avenue K, in Station 20 West.  The Good Food Junction Co-op 

opened in September of 2012 and was a community led initiative responding to a lack of 

affordable food sources in the core neighbourhoods of Saskatoon.  Unfortunately, due to 

low sales, the grocery store closed at the end of January of 2016. 

Several participants often accessed at least one community resource such as the 

Food Bank, Friendship Inn for meals or bread, and Our Lady of Guadalupe House for 

food hampers.  When PO5 was asked about what she enjoyed about living in Riversdale, 

she stated “living in Riversdale is actually pretty fun.  Cause there’s a Food Bank that’s 

right there – right where I live” (PO5).  Although the Good Food Junction was physically 

accessible to those in nearby neighbourhoods, the cost of the food caused it to be 

inaccessible to many.  PO6 shared how while she appreciated having the grocery store in 

her neighbourhood, it “was really more expensive than anything.  We usually go the 

Giant Tiger” (PO6).   

Due to the lack of affordable healthy food in the core neighbourhoods, many 

residents stated that they shop for their food at Giant Tiger.  For example, Participant 05 

discussed how being near Giant Tiger was a positive aspect of where she lived.  Some 
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discussed how they could not afford the Good Food Junction and had to shop at Giant 

Tiger for their food, and some considered Giant Tiger to be a grocery store.  One 

participant shared her experience of going to the Good Food Junction to shop when it 

first opened.  She discussed how: “we got two bags, fifty something dollars.  Just two 

little bags came to that.  My partner said we’ll just keep shopping at Giant Tiger” (PO6).  

PO1 shared how people living in poverty should have options for affordable, healthy 

food, and Giant Tiger should not be considered a viable grocery store.  This participant 

expressed being frustrated by the fact that many people struggling with food insecurity 

consider Giant Tiger to be a valid grocery store, such that, “you have no idea how many 

times the Giant Tiger has been pitched to me as a grocery store.  Giant Tiger is not a 

grocery store” (PO1).  However, if there are no other options for grocery stores and for 

those who do not have access to transportation for groceries outside the community, they 

have to shop there.  Five participants interviewed did not have a vehicle, and their only 

access to transportation was walking, taking a bus, or borrowing a friend’s vehicle on a 

rare occasion.  They shared that groceries can be heavy, and even taking the bus can be a 

challenge when grocery shopping.  If an individual does walk a distance or take a bus for 

groceries, they cannot purchase a lot, or heavier food, due to the difficulty in transporting 

it home. 

A Farmer’s Market exists in Riversdale and many participants also discussed this.  

However, this was shared in relation to affordability.  As one participant bluntly states: 

“We have a great Farmer’s Market that none of us can utilize” (PO4).  In this way, the 

Farmer’s Market is another example of something being physically accessible yet not 

accessible.  PO4 discussed how when she did go to the Farmer’s Market she “felt really 
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out of place.  Like I didn’t belong there and, or I’m not good enough for this food 

because it is really expensive” (PO4).  This resident disclosed that she had previously 

lived very close to the Farmer’s Market; it was easily accessible by foot.  And she 

probably could have afforded to purchase a couple pieces of fruit, or a few vegetables.  

She had accessed the farmer’s market when it was located on the street by City Hall.  But 

given its current location, she did not feel as if she belonged, and did not feel welcome, 

and therefore did not use it.   

In addition to the lack of affordability of healthy food at the Farmer’s Market, 

participants shared that they did not feel comfortable, or like they belonged, in that 

space.  PO2 also discussed the Farmer’s Market, and the kind of people who accessed it, 

stating that “it’s more a certain demographic…the same is true for the Farmer’s Market.  

You don’t really see people…the people who are in the neighbourhood when I moved 

into the neighbourhood don’t go there” (PO2).  PO2 discussed how local residents who 

have lived in Riversdale before the changes began to occur are not the people he 

typically sees when shopping at the Farmer’s Market. 

 4.5.3 They look nice…from the outside.  This subtheme captures the 

experiences of participants accessing businesses and services that are physically 

accessible in their own neighbourhood.  When one participant was asked about the new 

stores along 20th Street she said “I haven’t really been inside them – I just seen the 

outside.  They look way nicer” (PO5).  As previously mentioned, two participants shared 

how they have utilized the new shops and restaurants, two have utilized them when 

something was purchased for them, and three had never entered any of the new 

businesses.  When asked why participants have not accessed the new businesses, the 
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main reason mentioned was affordability.  When another participant was asked whether 

he and his family have accessed the new stores and restaurants he stated “no we haven’t, 

cause ah, we just haven’t had the money.  Plus it’s a little more expensive too” (PO7).  

Participants shared how they do not have the extra money to purchase a cup of coffee at 

one of the new coffee shops, or eat at a restaurant.  These participants struggle with food 

security, and mainly access community resources for items such as food and a cup of 

coffee.  One participant discussed how “the people I worked with comment about the 

Thrive Juice.  Ten dollars a pop.  Well I mean, who, the poor people can afford to have a 

coffee or juice or anything?” (PO3). 

When asked if they have gone in to look at the items at the new stores, one 

participant shared that a reason she has not is not only due to lack of affordability, but 

race as well.  “I see a lot of white people in their stores…they all look pretty professional 

too.” (PO5).  This is the same participant who shared that she would not feel comfortable 

going into a new business in sweatpants and a big heavy jacket. 

There are lots of people who enter shops and stores that have products they 

cannot afford.  Lots of people go into businesses to take a look around, without the 

intention of buying something.  Many people do this without feeling as if they do not 

belong, or that they do not have the right look to be in the stores.  None of the 

participants interviewed shared that they felt comfortable entering the new businesses 

just to take a look around, even though they looked like “nice stores” (PO5).  

 4.5.4 Street fairs for whites and Indigenous people.  The final subtheme 

describes the various outdoor events that have been held in Riversdale.  Participants 

shared their experiences with various outdoor events, and the events that they attended.  
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One popular event held in Riversdale is called Nuit Blanche.  The topic of gentrification 

arose in the media after this art show was held in 2015.  Translated in English, it means 

White Night, which more than one participant interviewed found ironic stating that - “we 

[my friends and I] called it the ‘new white’” (PO4).  There was some controversy 

surrounding the event after a letter to the editor appeared in the local newspaper, the 

Saskatoon Star Phoenix.  The article discussed how Nuit Blanche was “privileged 

people’s art displayed in a lower-class community, with few local people actually there” 

(Saskatoon Star Phoenix, September 29, 2015).  The woman who wrote the article 

discussed how there was no Indigenous art and how the event was a reminder of the 

divide between the local residents of Riversdale and those living in neighbouring affluent 

neighbourhoods and suburbs.  One participant reiterated this when asked about it and 

said “no First Nations People were invited to perform or do a presentation” (PO4).  

There was a lot of backlash from the article, with many people connected to the event 

stating that any artist could participate in the event, and that it was held in Riversdale, so 

local residents could have accessed Nuit Blanche.   

Because most local residents could physically access Nuit Blanche, did not mean 

that everyone was comfortable accessing and attending the event.  One participant 

discussed the event and shared that she was aware that it occurred but “would not feel 

comfortable going” (PO4).  This participant also talked about how she knew many local 

artists who did not feel comfortable or welcome participating due to the color or their 

skin or socio-economic status.  Park(ing) Day was another event mentioned by local 

residents.  This event has been occurring in Riversdale for the past three years along 20th 

Street.  Park(ing) Day is a worldwide event that involves transforming metered parking 
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stalls into temporary public parks.  One participant discussed this event and began to 

discuss how it brought people together.  She then paused and said “…maybe not so much 

the Aboriginal people.  But then when they have that one up on White Buffalo and City 

Centre parking lot last year, I think it was YXE or something?  They really came out to 

that” (PO3).  Once again, both events were easily physically accessible, but the one held 

near the community resources readily utilized by the participants in the study was 

attended by more First Nations and local residents. 

The four themes of Resources are Community, Separate Communities within a 

Community, Pawn Shops and Boarded up Windows and Accessible versus Accessibility 

are interrelated.  The participants in this study had many positive comments regarding 

the changes occurring in the neighbourhood of Riversdale as a result of gentrification.  

Participants discussed the welcome facelift to their community, and how pawn shops and 

boarded up windows do not equal a desirable neighbourhood.  Despite this, the 

categories that emerged and what was shared by the participants also revealed that the 

changes are having an impact on local residents. 

4.6 Conclusion 

Each participant shared how much they appreciated Riversdale.  They described 

their neighbourhood as vibrant and diverse, and stated that it had been that way for many 

years.  When participants discussed the gentrification of Riversdale, they all shared how 

they appreciated the esthetic changes.  Riversdale was previously seen by many 

participants as a “ghetto” full of pawn shops, boarded up windows and abandoned 

missions.  The new businesses, flowers and art on the street were a welcomes 

improvement. 
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Despite the appreciation for the beautification of their community, Riversdale is 

still a core neighbourhood, and gangs, trauma, addiction, homelessness and poverty are 

challenges that still exist.  Community resources and supports for these individuals are 

absolutely vital, and many rely on these services for survival.  These non-profit 

organizations are not only places where individuals can meet their basic needs for 

survival, but places where the community members can come together and spend time 

with one another.  These resources are community. 

There have been many new businesses that have moved in to the neighbourhood 

of Riversdale as a result of the gentrification.  With these businesses, came new faces 

accessing these businesses.  Participants talked about how there are two distinct groups 

of people in the neighbourhood: those who utilize the new businesses along 20th Street 

West, and those who access community resources on a daily basis.  When the 

opportunity arises to bring these two groups together, as mentioned by participants, it 

can be an extremely positive thing. 

As described by one participant, Riversdale is currently at a crossroads.  The 

changes can be a positive thing as “there is an option to do things differently” (PO2).  

Another participant also discussed the changes occurring in the neighbourhood as a 

positive thing, stating “it’s just some change, that’s all it is.  We all need change, right?” 

(PO7).  Each participant discussed how the facelift of Riversdale has made it a more 

livable and pleasant neighbourhood.  It is essential to maintain those positive qualities 

and find a way that all local residents, regardless of race, level of education, or socio-

economic status, can enjoy the benefits of the gentrification of Riversdale. 
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The next chapter discusses the main contributions of findings and situates them in 

relation to the literature.  The impacts of this research will also be discussed in relation to 

the field of social work. 
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CHAPTER 5: Discussion 

In this chapter I begin by providing an overview of the research question and 

goals for this study.  I then review the main contributions from the findings and highlight 

these in relation to the literature on gentrification.  Next, I discuss the implications of my 

research findings for social work practice and policy.  I conclude the chapter by 

addressing the limitations of this study, the recommendations for future research on the 

gentrification of Riversdale and a personal reflection. 

5.1 Overview of the Study Goals and Findings 

The aim of this study was to answer the research question: how does the 

gentrification of Riversdale impact local residents?  The methodology used for this study 

was an instrumental case study.  This involved using a bounded case to gain insight on 

an issue (Stake 1995).  The interviews with local residents, archival records in the form 

of newspaper articles and direct observation helped produce the richly descriptive data 

case studies are known for.  From the data collected, four themes and 12 subthemes were 

developed.  According to Stake (1995) the purpose of case studies is not to develop a 

theory, or make generalizations regarding all neighbourhoods that have experienced 

gentrification.  It is to learn more about the specific community being studied in order to 

build an understanding regarding the implications of gentrification on local residents.  

Despite this, understanding how the gentrification of one community has impacted local 

residents can provide insight to other neighbourhoods and communities and how they 

may respond to the community changes occurring. 

Gentrification often occurs in neighbourhoods containing higher numbers of 

residents on the lower end of the socio-economic scale.  Many residents rely on 
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community resources and may not have access to transportation, which is why it is 

important to have resources where the people who need them can access them.  Both 

Riversdale and the neighbouring community of Pleasant Hill have the highest 

concentration of residents living in poverty in Saskatoon (Anderson, 2013).  According 

to the participants in this study, this is why the community resources situated in 

Riversdale are so significant to the community; they see these resources as community. 

A neighbourhood full of pawn shops and boarded up windows does not equal a 

healthy community.  Many changes occurring in the neighbourhood, especially in 

regards to esthetic ones, were viewed as a welcome facelift.  However, as stated by 

participants, the community resources and supports are essential and vital to the 

community members and local residents.  Non-profit organizations provide a significant 

role in the neighbourhood of Riversdale, and it is essential that the gentrification of 

Riversdale does not impact these services in a negative way.  These resources are present 

to support the social determinants of health and support individuals’ rights to adequate 

supports for their health and well-being. 

Despite the fact that the local businesses created a distinct divide between those 

who access them and those who do not, it is possible for these two worlds to come 

together.  Twig and Squirrel’s Wild Goods is an example of a business that includes the 

inclusion of all community members.  The implication of a business model such as this is 

that it challenges the divide between the separate communities, and supports the right for 

all members of the community to be able to access and enjoy the new businesses in 

Riversdale.  Twig and Squirrel’s Wild Goods found a unique balance that incorporates 
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and supports the well-being of all community members, including the local residents of 

the neighbourhood. 

5.2 Overview of the Key Contributions 

The stories of the participants are reflective of the literature on gentrification.  In 

my study, six key contributions emerged from the participants’ stories.  One of the key 

contributions is the continuum of gentrification.  A second contribution revolves around 

being mindful of whom gentrification is for and who benefits from the changes occurring 

within a gentrified neighbourhood.  Other key contributions involve the value of 

community resources, safety, displacement and the connection between gentrification 

and race, space and power.  The following section will discuss these contributions and 

connect them back to the literature. 

 5.2.1. The continuum of gentrification.  I presented my thesis topic and initial 

findings to a Masters of Social Work class in Saskatoon.  One question asked by a 

student stood out to me.  He asked if all of the changes in the community stopped right 

now, and everything remained as is, did gentrification still occur.  Shaw (2008) mentions 

how gentrification’s “myriad of variations can be easily accommodated on a continuum 

of social and economic geographic change” (p.1719).  The continuum of gentrification 

does not imply that each neighbourhood will transition through a specific stage, or reach 

the same conclusion (Shaw, 2008).  But, as discussed by Slater (2010), gentrification is a 

spectrum that looks different for each neighbourhood.  While much of the literature 

focuses on displacement as a key component of gentrification, commercial gentrification 

is a concept that has risen in the last number of years (Jeong, Heo, &Jung, 2014; 

Keatinge & Martin, 2016; Williams, 2014).  This involves new businesses moving into 
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the neighbourhood and more of an examination of the consumer side of gentrification.  

According to the participants in this study, displacement of local residents and an influx 

of new residents was not something that was mentioned very often.  Instead, residents 

discussed the new white business owners and new shops and restaurants that have 

opened along 20th Street West.     

Gentrification does not happen overnight; there are a variety of steps and 

processes involved as a neighbourhood begins to gentrify (Slater, 2010).  As discussed in 

the findings chapter, the term gentrification does not necessarily equate to all things 

negative.  According to all the participants in my study, a facelift to a neighbourhood 

that is currently viewed as “ghetto” is not a bad thing.  Freeman’s (2006) research on the 

effects of the gentrification of Harlem and Clinton Hill on local residents reflected a 

similar theme.  What stood out to many of the Indigenous residents interviewed by 

Freeman (2006) was the improved appearance of their community as well as the access 

to everyday stores.  Huyser and Ravenhorst Meerman (2014) discovered that local 

residents in the Heartside neighbourhood of Grand Rapids, Michigan also appreciated 

that their neighbourhood was getting “cleaned up” and enjoyed the new art murals and 

improved landscaping.   

Participants in my study stated that they appreciated the many changes that the 

gentrification of Riversdale had brought, although their socio-economic status and where 

they spent their time reflected the aspects of the changes they enjoyed.  At times, it 

almost seemed as if the participants could not see what they could not access as they 

described the changes they observed within their community.  The led to the subtheme 
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known as you can’t see what you can’t use, and I noticed this in not only the participants 

involved in the study, but with myself as well. 

For a year prior to collecting data for my research, I drove through a main 

thoroughfare in Riversdale at least twice a day on the way to and from work.  I made 

careful observations of each and every restaurant that was opening up, what community 

resource or restaurant was moving, what condo was being developed, and who was 

walking up and down 20th Street.  Yet, as the participants spoke about the sculptures 

outside City Centre Church and the new free bike pump outside White Buffalo Youth 

Lodge, I have to admit that I had no idea what they were talking about.  In my daily, 

careful observations, I did not notice the sculptures or bike pump.  I do not access the 

community resources; therefore, I did not notice the changes around them as much as the 

new businesses I have entered, even just to browse.  This personal reflection reinforced 

the subtheme entitled you can’t see what you can’t use as I myself, did not notice the 

changes around services that I did not access due to my privilege.   

 5.2.2 Who are these changes for?  Freeman (2006) discussed the cynicism 

many local residents felt in regards to the changes occurring within their neighbourhoods 

as a result of the gentrification.  Although neighbourhoods of pawn shops and boarded 

up windows does not make a healthy community, neither does one full of people living 

in fear of displacement and no access to the community resources they need for survival.  

Freeman (2006) shared how the participants talked about a link between the 

improvements of the neighbourhood and the immigration of white people and those of a 

higher class moving into the neighbourhood.  Despite the fact that this cynicism was not 

reflected in the interviews I completed, I could not help but wonder who the changes 
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along 20th Street were for.  Specifically, the new shops and restaurants where a glass of 

juice could cost up to ten dollars, and a throw pillow $150.   

Because someone lives in poverty, does not mean that they should not have a 

brand new coffee shop in their neighbourhood to access if they choose.  But it would be 

misleading to state that when the new businesses, restaurants and condos came to 

Riversdale, their main target clientele were those living in poverty facing multiple forms 

of marginalization.  It would be ignorant to state that the new restaurants along 20th 

Street aim to offer people another option for lunch other than the Friendship Inn.  Many 

of the changes occurring as a result of the gentrification of Riversdale target a specific 

demographic.  Just because local residents should be able to have the option to purchase 

these luxury items, does not mean that they do.  There is nothing stopping a local 

resident living in poverty from entering a restaurant and purchasing something to eat if 

they can find something on the menu they can afford.  But this does raise the question as 

to the type of patrons the restaurant had in mind when developing their business. 

The new condos and townhouses being developed are another example of 

changes occurring that target a specific demographic. One website advertising new 

condominiums being built near the Farmer’s Market specifically state that they cater to a 

diverse group of people, and how they do not want to displace any individual.  Yet their 

advertising clearly caters to a specific group of people (www.thebanks.ca).  The images 

on the website include a couple in their 20’s or 30’s and a young family as well.  All of 

the individuals are white, and when the website describes the amenities close by, there is 

no mention of the Salvation Army, Friendship Inn or White Buffalo Youth Lodge.  The 

fact that The Banks is only a few blocks from the Food Bank is not a main selling 
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feature, although many participants in my study would be pleased to live within walking 

distance of this emergency food source. 

The findings in my study suggest that the local residents I interviewed were not 

bitter about the changes in the neighbourhood or who they were for.  Instead, it was the 

outsiders, myself included, who had feelings of cynicism regarding the gentrification of 

Riversdale.  An example of this would be the Saskatoon Star Phoenix article around Nuit 

Blanche. Many individuals commented on this article, both on the newspaper’s website, 

as well as other forms of social media.  Discussions occurred around how Nuit Blanche 

oppressed local residents and catered to a specific demographic.  These people 

commenting on the article and within social media had strong views regarding the 

gentrification of Riversdale, and how they felt about the changes occurring.  Yet, there 

was minimal mention around whether these individuals actually lived in the 

neighbourhood, which made me wonder whether they were outsiders sharing their 

opinions around the changes occurring within the community of Riversdale.   

One reason why the local residents of Riversdale may not be fixated on every 

single change occurring in their neighbourhood is the fact that many participants I 

interviewed were currently dealing with multiple stressors such as an increase in gang 

activity in their neighbourhood, trauma, addictions and poverty.  They had a lot going 

on, and the new locally owned restaurant on 20th Street with the world renowned chef 

may not be front and centre of their minds at this time.  When completing member 

checks after my data was analyzed, one participant validated this assumption I made.  

Many local residents were in survival mode and may not have noticed the gentrification 

of Riversdale in great detail.    
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 5.2.3. Gentrification and the connection between race, space and power.  The 

intersectionality of race and class with gentrification is interwoven among the categories 

derived from the interviews completed with local residents of Riversdale.  The separate 

communities, and division between those who utilized the new businesses and those who 

utilized the community resources was quite apparent.  Participants discussed how 

specific groups of people, white people with a higher socio-economic status, were the 

ones seen most frequently utilizing the new shops and restaurants.  One participant 

shared how she was told that people living in poverty do not need a coffee shop that sells 

expensive coffee in her neighbourhood of Riversdale.  As if people in poverty should not 

have access to nice things if they choose.  Razack (2000) discussed the connection 

between poverty and race with acceptance in society.  Razack (2000) states that society 

deems “certain bodies and subjects in specific spaces as undeserving of full personhood” 

(p.94).  Poverty and race have a direct correlation to how one is treated in society and 

life.   

Many participants interviewed were Indigenous.  Many had experienced 

marginalization as a result of their race, and some were survivors of the 60’s Scoop.  

Indigenous people have a history of colonization, and being forced from their reserves to 

urban centres.  As discussed by Foucault (1984) space is a fundamental aspect of 

claiming power.  The theme of Accessible versus Accessibility relates to that.  Certain 

groups of people, those with more power and privilege are free to access any space they 

want, while others are not comfortable doing so.  And just because a space is physically 

accessible does not mean that all people of all races and socio-economic statuses feel 

welcome to do so.   
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When examining space and power in relation to gentrification, one must examine 

the reoccurring theme in the literature around displacement.  There was a lot of 

controversy surrounding displacement and whether it actually occurs in a neighbourhood 

as a result of gentrification.  Many authors discuss displacement as one of the main 

implications of gentrification (Johnson, 2011; Slater, 2011; Smith, 2002).   Freeman 

(2006) was one individual who stated that his research showed low turnover rates as the 

changes occurred within Harlem and Clinton Hill.  Huyser and Ravenhorst Meerman 

(2014) also discuss how research on gentrification in the United States is highly focused 

on the topic of displacement.  In my research on the gentrification occurring within 

Riversdale, participants did not discuss displacement among residents as a common 

theme.  Some participants worried about the threat of displacement, both in regards to 

residents and community resources.  Participants discussed how some community 

resources have moved from the neighbourhood in the last number of years.  The 

community resources that had moved were farther down 20th Street in the Pleasant Hill 

Neighbourhood, still quite accessible to the local residents of Riversdale.  As stated by 

Marcuse (1985) the pressure or fear of displacement for those living in poverty can be as 

significant as the actual physical migration of local residents or community resources.  

One participant distinctly stated that she feels more comfortable further west along 20th 

Street, away from the gentrification occurring within her neighbourhood. 

Ruth Glass coined the term gentrification in the 1960’s after observing both 

upper- and lower- middle class individuals and families taking over working class 

neighbourhoods, often displacing the local residents (Johnson, 2011; Smith, 2002).  As 

the definition of gentrification from the woman who developed the term included 
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displacement and the influx of new residents, it makes sense that these are some 

concerns regarding the gentrification of a neighbourhood.  That being said, there was not 

a lot of discussion from the participants in my study around higher income, young 

professionals moving into the area.  Few mentioned noticing an influx of new people 

moving into the neighbourhood, and only one participant shared how more young 

families are moving to his neighbourhood.  This resident was one of the few individuals 

interviewed who accessed the new shops and restaurants along 20th, which may have had 

an impact on observations this participant made.  I noticed those who frequented the 

community resources rather than the locally owned businesses did not mention young, 

middle or upper middle class, white people moving into their neighbourhood.  In fact, 

the influx of new condos or infill homes was not mentioned until I asked about it, and 

even then, some did not even notice there were new buildings in Riversdale.  This can 

again be linked back to the subtheme you can’t see what you can’t use. 

The lack of awareness of new people moving into Riversdale may be connected 

to the theme entitled Separate Communities within a Community.  Freeman (2006) 

discussed the idea of separate communities in his observation of a lack of social intimacy 

between the gentries and long term residents of the community.  Despite the belief 

around the positive effects of “social mixing” or “peer effects”, minimal connection 

remains between the two distinct groups (Freeman, 2006).  Social mixing refers to the 

probability of the gentry moving in and playing a role in improving life changes of the 

local residents who previously inhabited the neighbourhood (Freeman, 2006; Johnson, 

2011).  There is also the notion that the middle class residents moving into the 

neighbourhood could act as advocates and the voice for the lower income residents 
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(Bridge, Butler, & Le Galès, 2014).  Freeman (2006) did not see this in his research, nor 

did I.  He stated that the probability of a collective socialization between local residents 

and gentry is low, and therefore will not play a large role in the neighbourhood 

behaviour (Freeman, 2006).  The fact that there is the idea that the middle class will 

speak on behalf of the lower income residents also reinforces the connection between 

money and power.   

Freeman (2006) discussed how physical proximity does not equal social 

proximity, a concept I observed when speaking with local residents of Riversdale.  There 

was a distinct separation between those who accessed the new businesses along 20th 

Street and those who accessed the various community resources.  Huyser and Ravenhorst 

Meerman (2014) also discussed how the local residents they interviewed noticed a 

distinct separation between local residents and those who either visited the 

neighbourhood on weekends or moved in a result of the gentrification of the community.  

Residents shared how money separates people in society, and this was apparent between 

the two groups that inhabited and spent time in the gentrified neighbourhood of 

Heartside (Huyser & Ravenhorst Meerman, 2014). 

 5.2.4 Safety and gentrification.  The increase in safety as a result of 

gentrification is noted in the literature (Freeman, 2006; Huyser, & Ravenhorst Meerman, 

2014).  Safety refers to the fact that often gentrified neighbourhoods boast lower crime 

rates after the changes have occurred (Freeman, 2006).  An increase in safety was often 

discussed as a positive impact of the gentrification (Freeman, 2006; Huyser, & 

Ravenhorst Meerman, 2014).  Participants in my study did not share this sentiment.  In 

fact, each participant mentioned an increase in gang activity and how this is a significant 
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problem in Riversdale.  Many participants shared that they do not feel particularly unsafe 

in their neighbourhood, although many discussed taking certain precautions such as not 

biking alone at night, locking their doors, or walking on specific sides along 20th Street.  

Participants shared how challenges such as gangs, trauma, addictions, homelessness and 

poverty continue to be present in Saskatoon and in their neighbourhood, and the 

gentrification of Riversdale was not limiting the risk.  This is another reason why it is so 

essential to have community resources in the neighbourhood of Riversdale.  Riversdale 

is a core neighbourhood and community resources are there to support those struggling 

with the challenges described above.  Beautifying the neighbourhood and opening new 

stores and restaurants are not eliminating the underlying challenges of Riversdale.  The 

community needs supports and social services to directly support the needs of those 

individuals struggling.   

 5.2.5 The value of community resources.  Although not every participant 

accessed the various community resources in the neighbourhood, they all shared how 

valuable these services are for their community.  Community resources help alleviate 

some of the stressors in relation to basic needs for survival such as food, clothing and 

shelter.  And they not only provide these basic needs, community resources also play a 

significant role in building community.  As stated by Anderson (2013), “communities 

need support and resources if they are to assume responsibility for addressing the social 

issues in their communities” (p.132).  Community resources can be a powerful tool to 

support individuals and community sustainability and empowerment. 

The theme of the value of community resources was woven throughout each 

interview in my study.  Huyser and Ravenhorst Meerman (2014) discussed the 
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significance of social services in communities undergoing gentrification.  They share the 

importance of various community resources in neighbourhoods where gentrification has 

occurred because there are still local residents living in these neighbourhoods who rely 

on those services to flourish and thrive. 

The amount of community resources utilization can be observed while spending 

time in Riversdale.  The Friendship Inn now serves approximately one thousand meals a 

day (http://friendshipinn.ca).  Along with two meals a day, people can access support 

regarding addictions, health, legal support, tutoring for children and parenting classes.  

The community resources in Riversdale not only support individuals and families in 

order to meet their basic needs, but recognize the social determinants of health.  

According to Meili (2012), “income education, employment, housing, the wider 

environment and social supports: these, far more than the actions of physicians, nurses, 

and other health care providers, have the most impact on our health” (p.13).  The social 

determinants of health are societal factors and social issues that play a significant role in 

one’s physical health and well-being.  Community resources play a significant role, as 

they often acknowledge and support the social determinants of health. 

As multiple participants discussed, community resources were located where they 

are needed.  Riversdale is one of the six core neighbourhoods that has the second highest 

concentration of poverty in Saskatoon, with the first being the neighbourhood of Pleasant 

Hill, located right next door (Anderson, 2013).  Lemstra and Neudorf (2008) discuss how 

low income neighbourhoods in Saskatoon had higher rates of suicide, mental health and 

various physical diseases such as diabetes and heart disease.  The social determinants of 

health can be greatly affected by community resources and services for those who need 
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them. Therefore it made sense that these supports and services were located where they 

were, which is where people need them.  There is a societal stigma surrounding 

accessing community resources; the belief that it will create unnecessary independence.  

This is not the case.  Having an abundance of supports for those who need it can lead to 

individuals overcoming poverty, not remain in it.  People do not live in poverty by 

choice, and people will not continue to live in poverty and access the Food Bank or 

Friendship Inn just because it is close by. 

5.3 Implications for Social Work Practice and Policy 

When it comes to the neighbourhood of Riversdale and the gentrification that is 

occurring, I did not find any research or studies being done on this topic.  The fact that I 

have worked either in Riverdale or with local residents of Riversdale for most of my 

social work career was another driving force behind my decision to conduct this 

research.  I am passionate about the community and the local residents.  As I completed 

my interviews and analyzed my data, the relevance for social work practice and policy 

was extremely apparent. 

I cannot emphasize enough the fact that the resources are community.  Social 

workers must continue to advocate for these supports and services to exist where they are 

needed, in the core neighbourhood of Riversdale.  The Canadian Association of Social 

Workers (CASW) Guidelines for Ethical Practice (2005) includes a statement around 

advocating for the best interest of the client and society as a whole (CASW, 2005).  

Community resources play a key role in protecting vulnerable persons from harm, as 

well as supporting the social determinants of health.  As discussed by Meili (2012), 

education, poverty, mental health and addictions must be taken care of for individuals to 
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lead healthier, fuller lives.  Social services are absolutely vital to many local residents, 

and even the participants who have never utilized them could describe the significance of 

having these supports where people need them, which is in the core neighbourhoods.  

Having community resources in the core neighbourhood of Riversdale also eliminates 

the common barrier of transportation.  The participants interviewed who used the 

community resources did not have access to a vehicle, and many walked everywhere.  

Having the resources moved as a result of the gentrification would be detrimental to the 

entire community of Riversdale. 

Many of the community resources described in this research employ registered 

social workers or individuals with a social work education.  Many social workers who 

work in the city of Saskatoon will work with clients who access community resources on 

a regular basis.  It is essential for social worker to advocate for these services to remain 

where they are needed.  Many of these supports and resources not only provide 

individuals’ with their basic needs for survival, they create a sense of belonging and 

community.  For example, those participants who utilized the Friendship Inn shared how 

it is a community within itself; a place where people can come together and share a meal.  

This aspect of the creation of community is something the field of social work 

recognizes and appreciates.  

As stated by Coulton (2005), social work uniquely acknowledges the importance 

of community.  When examining oppression and marginalization, social work does not 

just look at an individual, they consider the entire community from a macro perspective.  

According to Ife (2014) “the human rights approach to ethical practice suggests that a 

social worker who insists on maintaining the division between macro and micro practice, 
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and only operates within one of them, is also practicing unethically” (p. 180).  The 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, article 11 focuses on 

individuals having the right to an adequate standard of living (www.ohchr.org).  This 

includes housing and a continuous improvement of living conditions.  If the 

gentrification of Riversdale creates the threat of displacement, even though local 

residents do not feel as if they are being physically displaced, the threat can create a 

feeling of insecurity and fear.  Article 11 also emphasizes the importance of individuals 

being free from hunger and having access to resources to support this need.  An 

elimination of community resources, or the creation of a food desert, specifically 

infringes on these rights (www.ohchr.org).   

Examining how the gentrification of Riversdale has impacted local residents not 

only looks at participants’ personal experiences; a consideration of the entire community 

of Riversdale is considered as well.  My research was completed at a micro level in order 

to gain more of an understanding of how the gentrification of Riversdale has an impact 

on the macro level of the entire community.  Social workers have an ethical 

responsibility to be aware of social needs, and strive to interpret the needs of not only 

individuals and groups, but of the greater community as a whole (CASW, 2005).   

Ife (2014) examines a holistic view of community development, which involves 

the examination of social development; working with a community to strengthen the 

social structures that will meet the collective needs of the community rather than just of 

isolated individuals.  He also discussed the value of cultural and personal/spiritual 

development as a dimension of community development (Ife, 2014).  This involves 

recognizing a community’s norms and values and how we must take into consideration 

http://www.ohchr.org/
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the personal and spiritual sides of a community in order to understand community 

structure and processes (Ife, 2014).  When examining the gentrification of Riversdale 

and how it impacts local residents, it was apparent that the community resources are 

social structures that strengthen the community and meet the need of many residents who 

rely on these services for survival.    

Ensuring human rights are recognized and valued is a large part of social work 

policy and practice.  Watkinson (2001) shared that social work involves the development 

and promotion of human rights.  Ife (2014) also discussed how we as social workers 

must focus on human rights as well.  The right to safe housing, food, and other resources 

needed for an adequate standard of living are basic human rights.  The community 

resources that exist in Riversdale sustain and support individuals’ human rights.  If these 

services were not in existence, people would not survive, and the standard of living 

would be greatly affected for many.  As previously discussed, gentrification occurs on a 

spectrum.  If the gentrification of Riversdale leads to the displacement of residents, the 

basic human right for safe housing may be impacted.  Even the threat or potential of the 

displacement of housing and community resources can impact an individual’s health and 

well-being. 

It is important for social workers to be up to date on current events and what is 

affecting the communities and people we work with.  Whether or not the individuals or 

families we work with are utilizing the new shops and restaurants on 20th does not 

impact the fact that we need to be mindful of what is occurring within the neighbourhood 

with an awareness of the impact that it might have.  Social workers must examine 

existing social structures with a critical theory lens, and be mindful of how they 
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perpetuate marginalization and oppression that is rampant in our society.  Therefore, I 

believe that it is essential to continue to examine the changes occurring along 20th Street 

and in Riversdale and how these changes are impacting those local residents living in the 

area.  Despite the fact that it is essential to examine these structures that maintain the 

marginalization, it is also important as social workers to act as advocates for change.  

Social workers must take steps to actively challenge the political powers that support the 

continued oppression of those who are viewed as “less than” within our society. 

Social workers often work with individuals struggling with gang involvement, a 

history of trauma, addictions, poverty, and multiple forms of oppression.  As many 

participants shared, these issues have not disappeared in Riversdale as a result of 

gentrification.  These challenges continue to exist, and each participant shared how gang 

activity and drug use is increasing in their community.  As social workers we need to be 

aware of these issues, and we need to continue to support individuals as they struggle 

with variously forms of marginalization.  Just because the neighbourhood of Riversdale 

seems to be changing for the positive by experiencing an influx of new homes and 

businesses and a much needed facelift, does not mean that the social problems that exist 

in the neighbourhood are just disappearing.  

5.4 Limitations of the Study 

There were three limitations to the study.  One limitation is that I am an outsider.  

This is why it is essential to locate oneself as a researcher  I found that many participants 

in this study appreciated that I lived on the west side, and that I have worked in 

Riversdale most of my career.  I also believe the fact that I was a white social worker 

was a limitation as well, as I could feel some people did not trust me right away, and 
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some never did open up to me completely.  The occupation of social work does have 

negative connotations, and many people view social workers as people who remove 

children from homes.  When I located myself, and shared what I did as a social worker, I 

found it helped with this limitation.  One participant shared many stories of how social 

workers have historically contributed to her oppression, rather than supporting and 

empowering her.  It was important for me to listen to these stories and be aware of my 

power and privilege, because no matter how much I tried to minimize it, it was still in 

existence.  This, along with the timeline, limited the time I had to build relationships and 

rapport. 

I took into consideration whether the number of participants and methodology 

were limitations to the study.  While it would have been beneficial to interview more 

participants in order to gain an understanding of how the gentrification of Riversdale has 

impacted local residents, seven participants is consistent with what Creswell (2007) 

recommends with case studies.  I considered using phenomenology, in order to gain an 

understanding of the lived experience of local residents in the community of Riversdale.  

Phenomenology examines the experiences of multiple individuals in order to understand 

how they make meaning of a phenomenon (Creswell, 2007).  The reason I chose a case 

study is because I wanted the richly descriptive data that case studies are known for.  A 

large part of data collection and discussion came from direct observation of the bounded 

system of Riversdale and the archival records examined over the years as well.  This 

supported my data in becoming more descriptive.  
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5.5 Recommendations for Future Research 

As I was recruiting participants, I connected with a group of people who are part 

of an entity known as Riversdale Love.  This group is a community building initiative 

with the intent of allowing all members to be able to experience the benefits of the 

changes occurring within Riversdale.  The group hopes to bring residents together to 

celebrate what Riversdale has become.  I have been in contact with multiple members of 

the group, who have asked me to share my research and what I have learned from my 

interviews and the local residents I connected with.  There was a discussion around a 

collaboration, which I plan to do with my research.  This is an opportunity to share what 

I have learned and the stories I have heard with the community of Riversdale and city of 

Saskatoon.   

There are a couple of areas that may be of interest for future research.  A 

longitudinal study on the changes occurring in Riversdale would be interesting to see 

how the community changes in five or ten years.  More in-depth research regarding the 

community resources that local residents found so invaluable, especially the Friendship 

Inn would also be valuable to the community.  Participants had varying views on the 

Friendship Inn and how the gentrification of Riversdale will impact the organization.  It 

would be beneficial to keep track of or study what will happen with both the Friendship 

Inn and other community resources as the neighbourhood continues to change. 

Every participant in my study discussed safety in some regard.  Much of the 

literature stated that gentrification improved the safety of a neighbourhood, but none of 

the local residents of Riversdale interviewed shared this belief.  Every participant shared 

that gang activity was increasing, and poverty, mental health, addictions and violence 
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still occurred in their neighbourhood.  As part of a longitudinal study of the 

gentrification of Riversdale, it would be interesting not only to see what happens with 

the community resources, but with some of the challenges of Riversdale that participants 

shared.  The study could examine whether safety would eventually increase, whether the 

other challenges would decrease, and if so, would it be eliminated, or just pushed to a 

different core neighbourhood of Saskatoon. 

5.6 Personal Reflection and Conclusion 

I first became interested in the topic of gentrification while hearing about the 

gentrification of Vancouver’s downtown east side.  I have always had an interest in 

mental health and addictions, and an appreciation for the various supports and 

community based organizations in Vancouver, especially regarding addictions.  Hearing 

about the gentrification occurring in Vancouver’s downtown east side interested me, and 

I was concerned what would happen to the individuals living there who experienced 

extreme marginalization due to mental health and addictions.  I was concerned whether 

the changes would push people away from the community, or eliminate the supports and 

services available to marginalized groups.  When Riversdale began gentrifying, I 

experienced a similar interest regarding the changes that were occurring.  Saskatoon has 

been home to me for the past 17 years, and I feel a strong connection to the community 

and those who live in it.  As a practicing social worker for a decade, I especially feel a 

connection to the core neighbourhoods of Saskatoon and the local residents who reside 

in those communities.  As a result, I developed my thesis around this phenomenon to 

gain insight into gentrification and how it may impact local residents. 
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The word “gentrification” often evokes a lot of feeling and opinion.  When 

examining newspaper articles and local magazines, I found the word gentrification used 

to describe the changes occurring in Riversdale in many different opinion pieces.  When 

I looked up the Riversdale BID’s or other business owners’ websites, they did not 

actively use the word “gentrification”.  Instead, euphemisms such as “transformation” or 

“revitalization” were used to describe what was happening in the community.  Business 

owners appear to not want to state that they are part of the gentrification that is 

occurring, instead, they are excited to be a part of the “transformation”, or contributing 

to the “diversity” of Riversdale. 

This thesis asked the question: how has the gentrification of Riversdale impacted 

local residents? After completing many observations over a significant period of time, 

reading archival records in the forms of newspaper articles, local magazines and online 

article and interviewing local residents of the community, four main themes emerged: 

Resources are Community, Separate Communities with a Community, Pawn Shops and 

Boarded up Windows, and Accessible versus Accessibility.  Participants of this study 

discussed the challenges occurring in Riversdale and how the gentrification occurring 

has not lessened these.  Community resources were viewed as absolutely essential to 

many local residents of Riversdale and they are not only a source of support for meeting 

an individual’s basic needs, they create an overall sense of community and belonging. 

Participants saw the changes to Riversdale a welcome facelift to a neighbourhood 

that was once viewed by many as “ghetto”.  As participants continued to discuss the 

changes, it became apparent that there were two distinct communities within the 

neighbourhood.  Those groups were those who accessed the new businesses, shops and 
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restaurants, and those who have never been inside them, and utilized the community 

resources on a daily basis.  These groups remain quite separate. 

This separation relates to the idea of race and space, and who has the freedom to 

come and go and live where they choose, while other remain confined to specific areas 

of the city.  Using a critical theory lens, and keeping in mind the history of colonization 

of First Nations people, the gentrification of Riversdale and potential for displacement 

can further marginalize those who have experienced generations and years of 

marginalization. 

Residents did not notice an influx of white people of higher income moving in, 

although they did notice them shopping and dining along 20th Street.  Residents also did 

not mention being displaced, although some worried about it occurring later on, or losing 

some of the community resources within the neighbourhood.  At this time the future of 

Riversdale is uncertain; local residents are unsure how far the changes will go.  But the 

participants all agree that they hope that the community if Riversdale remains a 

neighbourhood where everyone can co-exist and contains resources and businesses that 

can be accessed and enjoyed by all. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

 

 

How do you feel about your community? 

 

Have you lived in Riversdale for the past 5 years or more?   

I would love to hear about your neighbourhood, and how you feel about 

changes that are occurring in Riversdale. 

 

I am doing some research on the changes in Riversdale and how these changes have 

affected local residents.  I am looking for participants who have lived in Riversdale for at 

least 5 years to take part in an interview to share how they are feeling about their 

neighbourhood. 

If you would like to share your story with me, please feel free to give me a call at 306-

229-5368 or email me at ivanochc@uregina.ca 
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APPENDIX B 

 

      Participant Consent Form 

 

Project Title:  

How has the Gentrification of Riversdale affected Local Residents? 

Researcher: 

Chelsey Bradshaw, BSW, RSW (SK), University of Regina Graduate Studies, Faculty of 

Social Work. (306) 221-3729. ivanochc@uregina.ca 

Supervisor: 

Dr. Darlene Chalmers, Assistant Professor for the Faculty of Social Work, University of 

Regina. (306) 664-7379. darlene.chalmers@uregina.ca 

Purpose and Objective of Research: 

 ● A case study creates a rich, in-depth description of a bounded system 

  using multiple sources of information such as interviews, newspaper 

  articles and direct observations. 

 ● The purpose of this study is to explore local residents’ experiences of the 

  gentrification of Riversdale in order to gain an understanding of the 

  implication of  the changes. 

 ● The purpose of this study is to understand why it is essential as a social 

  worker to take into consideration the impact of gentrification of  

  Riversdale on local residents. 

Procedures: 

 ● I will recruit 4 to 5 participants for my sample.  I am looking for  

  individuals who have lived in Riversdale for at least 5 years.  Recruitment 

  of participants will occur through the use of a gatekeeper.  The gatekeeper 

  will have insider status with the local residents of Riversdale and will help 

  me locate participants. 

 ● Using a case study methodology, I will be conducting one-to-one  

  interviews that will last anywhere between 45 and 90 minutes, depending 

mailto:ivanochc@uregina.ca
mailto:darlene.chalmers@uregina.ca
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  on how much the participant chooses to discuss or share.  I will develop a 

  semi-structured interview guide with 5 open-ended questions.  The 

  location of the interview will be determined by the participant, and where 

  they feel most comfortable. 

 ● As a case study methodology gathers data using a variety of sources, I 

  will also be using newspaper articles and direct observations in order to 

  produce more richly descriptive data. 

 ● The researcher will analyze date and develop themes from the interviews 

  completed, and will share the results and research with the participant if 

  the participant chooses. 

Potential Risks: 

 ● There are no known or anticipated risks to you by participating in this 

  research.  As a participant, you can choose to keep your identity private.   

 ● If you experience any emotional effects from sharing your story, or would 

  like to debrief with someone after, I can connect you to the appropriate 

  resources.  Participants will be presented with a list of community  

  resources during the initial session of the project.  This list will include 

  local counseling agencies that the participants could access if they need 

  further support or experience any distress during the interview process. 

 ● The researcher, Chelsey Bradshaw, has practice experience in social work 

  in the areas of mental health and addictions, community development, and 

  research.  These experiences will assist in minimizing the risk of  

  unsupported mental or emotional needs of the participants. 

Potential Benefits: 

 ● Bring awareness regarding the gentrification of Riversdale and how it has 

  impacted local residents.  This research will be focused on supporting the 

  participant in sharing their voice and stories regarding their experiences in 

  their community. 

Compensation: 

 ● The participants will each receive a ten dollar honorarium. 

Confidentiality: 

 ● All information that you share will be kept strictly confidential.   

  Confidentiality and privacy will be ensured by keeping the data collected 
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  securely stored.  Your name will be changed to whatever you choose as 

  well as any other defining characteristics in order to protect your identity. 

 ● If you disclose that a child is being abused, or feelings of hurting yourself 

  or someone else, I am obliged by law to share that information. 

 ● Any information that you share will be securely stored with myself for 2 

  years after the data is collected. 

Right to Withdraw: 

 ● Your participation is voluntary and you can answer only those questions 

  that you are comfortable with.  You may withdraw from the research 

  project for any reason, at any time without explanation or penalty of any 

  sort. 

 ● Should you wish to withdraw, I will ensure that any data that you have 

  shared is disposed of through confidential means. 

 ● Your right to withdraw from the study will apply until the results have 

  been disseminated.  After this it is possible that some form of research 

  dissemination will have already occurred and it may not be possible to 

  withdraw your data.  If this is the case, your data will be stored safely and 

  securely for a period of 2 years, then disposed of through confidential 

  means. 

Follow-up: 

 ● To obtain results from the study, you can contact me by phone or through 

  email. 

 

Questions or Concerns: 

 ● Contact the researcher using the information at the top of page one. 

 ● This project has been approved on ethical grounds by the University of 

  Regina Research Ethics Board.  Any questions regarding your rights as a 

  participant may be addressed to the committee at (306) 585-4775 or 

  research.ethics@uregina.ca. 

 

 

mailto:research.ethics@uregina.ca
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Signed Consent: 

Your signature below indicates that you have read and understand the description 

provided, and/or have verbally discussed it with the researcher.  You give consent to 

participate in the research project.  A copy of this Consent Form has been given to me 

for my records. 

 

______________________ ______________________ _____________________ 

Name of Participant             Signature    Date 

 

______________________ __________________ 

Researcher’s Signature  Date 
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APPENDIX C 

 

Interview Questions: 

 

Tell me about yourself and your experience in the neighbourhood of Riversdale. 

 

What are some positive aspects and negative challenges you noticed in the community of 

Riversdale? 

 

What have you noticed about Riversdale in the past 5 years compared to before? 

 

How do you feel about any changes you may see? 

 

Do you have anything you would like social workers, service providers, or just residents 

of Saskatoon in general to know about Riversdale and any changes you may have seen? 




